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The Type N Sampling Unit is designed for use with any 
Tektronix Plug-In Type Oscilloscope. The sampling system 
thus formed permits the display of repetitive signals with 
fractional nanosecond (10-9 second or nsec) risetimes. By 
taking successive samples at a slightly later time at each 
recurrence of the pulse under observation, the Type N re
constructs the pulse on a relatively long time base.

Specifications

Risetime
0. 6 nsec (corresponding to approx. 600 me).

Input Impedance
50 ohms.

Sensitivity
10 mv/cm (2 mv or less noise).

Dynamic Range
±120 mv minimum linear range before overdriving oc
curs; accidental overload of ± 4  volts is permissible.

Equivalent Sweep Times
1, 2, 5, and lOnsec/cm (with X I0 magnifier: 100, 200, 
500, 1000 picosec/cm).

Samples per Display
50,100, 200. and 500.

Delay Range
200 nsec less the period of the display.

Sampling Repetition Rate
50 cps to 100 kc.

SECTION 1

SPECIFICATIONS

Triggering Signal Requirements
If applied to the TRIGGER INPUT connector, 0.5 to 2 
volts, 1 nsec or more duration, 45 nsec in advance of the 
signal. Repetition rate 50 cps to 50 me.
If applied to the REGENERATED TRIGGER INPUT con
nector, approximately 10 volts, 200 nsec duration, 40 
nsec in advance of the signal. Repetition rate 50 cps to 
100 kc.

Power Supplies

Transistor regulated —20- and 20-volt supplies.

Mechanical

Construction—Aluminum alloy chassis.

Finish—Photoetched, anodized panel.

Weight—7 lbs.

Accessories

1—External Horizontal cable, 30" long, (012-053).

1— Crt unblanking cable, 60" long, (012-052).

2—  1 -nsec cables, RG-58A/U, pigtails, 9 " long, (017-503). 

1—5-nsec cable, RG-8A/U, 40" long, (017-502).

1— 10-nsec cable, RG-58A/U, 79" long, (017-501).

1—X2 attenuator, 50 O, (017-003).

1—X5 attenuator, 50 ft, (017-002).

1—X I0 attenuator, 50 fi,  (017-001).
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The Type N Unit is a special vertical plug-in unit which 
converts any Tektronix plug-in oscilloscope to a sampling- 
type oscilloscope. The sampling system thus formed allows 
you to easily observe waveforms which far exceed the rise
time capabilities of the oscilloscope alone. The overall 
equivalent risetime of the sampling system is approximately
0.6 nanosecond (nsec).

The sampling system formed by the combination of the N 
Unit and a conventional oscilloscope is quite different in op
eration from normal oscilloscope systems. A conventional 
oscilloscope system traces out a virtually continuous picture 
of waveforms applied to the oscilloscope input; a complete 
display is formed for each input waveform. The sampling 
system, however, samples the input waveform at successively 
later points in relative time on a large number of input 
pulses. From this sampling process, a series of signal samples 
is obtained. The amplitude of each signal sample is pro
portional to the amplitude of the input signal during the 
short time the sample is made. Input waveforms are then 
reconstructed on the screen of the oscilloscope, as a series 
of dots, from these signal samples. The oscilloscope band
pass required to pass the ‘‘time stretched" signal samples is 
much less than the bandpass which would be required to 
pass the original input signal. The relatively low bandpass 
requirements of the oscilloscope in the sampling system per
mit much higher vertical sensitivities than those easily ob
tainable in conventional systems, for the same risetime. The

SECTION 2

OPERATING
INSTRUCTIONS

apparent sweep speed, for a given writing rate, can also be 
made much faster, since the CRT spot is stationary during 
display, and moves only a short distance between signal 
repetition.

Cabling Considerations

The N Unit uses BNC, UHF, and GR 50-ohm connectors 
on the front panel. The different connectors aid in connect
ing the unit properly to the oscilloscope and the signal 
source. If the cables supplied with the N Unit are used, it is 
unlikely that you will connect them improperly.

The N Unit is frequently used with the 110 Pulse Genera
tor or the Type 111 Pre-Trigger Pulse Generator. Each of 
these units is designed for 50 ohm inputs and outputs, and it 
is important that 50-ohm cables are used with the units. This 
is particularly true of all input signal connections. If it is 
necessary to use cables with characteristic impedances other 
than 50 ohms, suitable impedance matching devices must be 
used. If proper impedance matches are not made, reflections 
and standing waves in the cables will result in distortion of 
the displayed waveform. In general, it may be stated that 
the same cabling precautions must be observed with the N 
Unit as With any other high frequency equipment.

Another factor which must be considered when connect
ing the input signal to the N Unit is the finite time delay 
produced by the cables. This delay is important in the op
eration of the N Unit. If an improper delay of the signal

Fig. 2-1. Displaying input waveforms by means of the sampling technique. In the 
illustration, a series of sampling pulses is superimposed on the input waveforms. 
These sampling pulses, and not actual input ignal, are applied to the oscilloscope. 
A t the peak of each sampling pulse the crl o f the oscilloscope is unblanked and 
a spot appears. A large number of such spots forms the oscilloscope display. Us
ing the Type N Unit, the number of spots per display Is from SO to 500.
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Operating Instructions Type N

r m  N  SAMPLING PLUG-IN UNITMUTIMft i OUt nJfcC \0 MV/CM 
SERIAL.

REGENERATED TRIGGER INPUT— GR 
50-Ohm Connector. Used to conned 
Regenerated Triggers from Type 110 
or Type IT  1 to Type N Unit.

SIGNAL INPUT— GR 50-Ohm Con
nector. Used lo  apply input signals to 
the Type N Unit. Vertical Deflection 
Factor: TO mvV cm.

TO EXT. HORIZ.— UHF Connector. 
Output of the Horizontal Sweep gen
erated by the Type N Unit. Applied to 
the External Horizontal input con
nector o f the oscilloscope.

TRIGGER INPUT— BNC Connector.
Used to connect triggering signals to 
the Type N Unit. Triggering Signal 
Limits: + 0 ,5  to + 2  v.

TO CRT CATHODE— BNC Connector. 
Output fo r Unblanklng Pulses. Ap
plied to the CRT Cathode connector 
on oscilloscope.

Fig. 2 -2 . Functions o f Type N U n it fro n t-p a n e l connectors.

is introduced, it may not be possible to observe the wave- 
form on the oscilloscope. Selection of the necessary signal 
delay is discussed in this section under "Connecting the Input 
Signal” and "Triggering the Sweep".

Connecting the N Unit to the Oscilloscope

To connect the N Unit to the oscilloscope, it is first neces
sary to insert the unit into the plug-in compartment of the 
oscilloscope. Next, the sweep generated by the N Unit 
must be connected to the horizontal-deflection system of the 
oscilloscope. Finally, the unblanlcing pulses generated by the 
N Unit must be connected to the CRT circuit of the oscillo
scope. These connections are made as follows:

Insert the N Unit into the plug-in compartment of the 
oscilloscope and tighten the locking control. Turn the oscil
loscope Intensity control fully counterclockwise and switch 
on the oscilloscope power. Rotate the N Unit TRIGGER 
SENSITIVITY control fully clockwise to the FREE RUN posi

tion and allow a brief warmup period. Turn up the intensity 
and use the HORIZONTAL POSITION and VERTICAL POSI
TION controls to move the spot on the screen.

Before connecting the N Unit sweep to the horizontal de
flection system of the oscilloscope, you must first calibrate 
the horizontal deflection system to 5 volts per major grati
cule division. To do this, connect 50-volt square waves from 
the calibrator to the External Horizontal Input connector 
of the oscilloscope. Set the Horizontal Display switch at Ex
ternal and the attenuator at X I0. Adjust the variable attenu
ator for exactly 10 divisions of horizontal deflection. Re
position the trace so that it starts at the center of the screen. 
Disconnect the calibrator signal. Next connect the special 
sweep cable from the TO EXT. HORIZ. connector on the N 
Unit to the External Horizontal Input connector of the oscil
loscope. This connects the sweep generated in the N Unit to 
the horizontal deflection system of the oscilloscope.

To connect the unblanking pulses from the N Unit to the 
CRT Circuit of the oscilloscope, first disconnect the ground 
strap from the CRT Cathode Connector at the rear of the
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Fig. 2-3. Cable <onnectS&ns for the Type N Unit when used with Type 110 Pulse 
Generator and Trigger Takeoff System.
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Operating Instructions —  Type N

oscilloscope. Then, connect the special unblanking pulse 
cable from the TO CRT CATHODE connector on the N Unit 
to the Ground and CRT Cathode connectors at the rear of 
the oscilloscope. Be sure that the connections are made cor
rectly. If your oscilloscope has a CRT Cathode selector 
switch, place this switch in the CRT Cathode position.

Connecting the Triggering Signal

The N Unit requires on external triggering signal prior to 
each input signal pulse. The triggering signal must be ap
plied to either the TRIGGER INPUT or REGENERATED TRIG
GER INPUT connectors. Triggering signals applied to the 
TRIGGER INPUT connector must have an amplitude between 
+0.5 and +2.0 volts, a duration greater than 1 nanosecond, 
and a maximum repetition rate of 50 me. Signals applied to 
the REGENERATED TRIGGER INPUT connector must have an 
amplitude between + 7  and 15 volts, a risetime less than 4 
nanoseconds, a duration of 200 nanoseconds, and a maxi
mum repetition rate of approximately 100 kc. Special cir
cuits are required to produce the input to the REGENERATED 
TRIGGER INPUT connector. These circuits are incorporated in 
the Type 110 Pulse Generator and Trigger Takeoff System, 
and the Type 111 Pre-Trigger Pulse Generator.

If a suitable triggering signal is not available, you can 
use the Type 110 to obtoin a triggering signal directly from 
the signal to be observed. The 110 trigger takeoff system 
converts approximately 4% of the signal energy and 2% of 
the signal voltage into a triggering waveform. This trigger
ing signal is stepped up 10 times making the voltage 20% 
of the signal voltage. The triggering signal is then at
tenuated, amplified, and/or inverted, os required, in the 
Type HO, until a signal is obtained which will allow the 
N Unit to be triggered. Separate outputs from the 110 
provide triggering signals to either the TRIGGER INPUT or 
REGENERATED TRIGGER INPUT connectors on the N Unit. 
This is discussed in greater detail under "Triggering the 
Sweep".

If neither the 110 nor the 111 is used, connect the trig
gering directly to the Type N TRIGGER INPUT connector. 
Triggering is then controlled by the N Unit. If the 110 is 
used, connect the signal to be observed to the SIG. IN FOR 
TRIG. TAKEOFF connector on the back panel. The signal 
from the SIGNAL OUT 98% connector of the 110 should 
then be applied to the SIGNAL INPUT connector of the 
N Unit through a 60-nsec delay cable. The Type 113 Delay 
Cable is suitable for this purpose. If the 110 is used, trig
gering may be controlled by either the N Unit or the 110 
depending on whether the triggering signal is obtained from 
the REGENERATED TRIG. OUT 50 Cl or EXTERNAL TRIG. 
OUT 50 O connector. Triggering signals from the REGEN
ERATED TRIG. OUT 50 0  connector of the 110 should be 
connected.to the REGENERATED TRIGGER INPUT connector 
of the N Unit. Signals from the EXTERNAL TRIG. OUT 50 0  
connector should be connected to the TRIGGER INPUT con
nector of the N Unit. Usually the REGENERATED TRIGGER 
connector will be used. For complete operating instructions 
for the 110, refer to the Type 110 Instruction Manual. Coble 
connections are shown in Figure 2-3.

The Type 111 Pre-Trigger Pulse Generator supplies its 
own regenerated trigger output pulse in addition to a sig
nal pulse. If the 111 is used, the regenerated trigger should 
be applied to the REGENERATED TRIGGER INPUT con

nector of the N Unit. The signal pulse should be applied 
to the device under test. The output of the device under 
test must then be connected to the SIGNAL INPUT con
nector of the N Unit. The signal pulse output of the 111 
can be delayed up to 200 nanoseconds after the triggering 
signal. This generally eliminates the need for any external 
delay in the signal path. For complete operating instruc
tions for the 111, refer to the Type 111 Instruction Manual. 
Cable connections are shown in Figure 2-4.

Connecting the Input Signal

Input signals to the Type N Unit should be connected 
through 50-ohm cables or suitable impedance matching de
vices to the SIGNAL INPUT connector. The vertical sensiti
vity of the N Unit is 10 millivolts per major graticule divi
sion. If the signal amplitude is too great, it will be neces
sary for you to attenuate the signal to a usable level be
fore applying it to the SIGNAL INPUT connector. Three 
attenuators are supplied with the N Unit. These attenuators 
have attenuation factors of 2, 5, and 10 when used indivi
dually. By “ stacking" the attenuators, you can attenuate 
a signal up to 100 times. With 100 times attenuation, the 
vertical deflection factor is 1 volt per major graticule divi
sion. If more attenuation is required, it will be necessary to 
use additional attenuators. A number of 50-ohm attenua
tors are available which will operate above 2 gigacycles 
(2,000 me). It is important to use attenuators which have 
at least a 2-gigacycle bandpass to prevent reduction of 
the sampling system's overall performance.

Triggering signals applied to the Type N Unit must pre
cede the input signal waveforms by approximately 40 nan
oseconds. In general, this means that the input signal must 
be delayed by this amount of time. The amount of delay 
required will depend on the length of cables and the time re
lationship of the triggering signal to the input signal. If the 
proper signal delay is not used, the input waveform will not 
be displayed on the oscilloscope. The N-Unit DELAY control 
permits you to search 200 nanoseconds of time. If the wave
form occurs in this 200-nanosecond period the DELAY con
trol can be used to position the waveform on the screen. 
This control is used to provide the final vernier delay after 
the rough delay is determined by the input cabling.

When the Type 111 Pre-Trigger Pulse Generator is used, 
a pretrigger occurs 40 to 200 nanoseconds ahead of the 
pulse output. Because of this time relationship extra delay 
is seldom required. When the Type 110 Pulse Generator 
and Trigger Takeoff system is used to derive the trigger
ing signal, 60 nanoseconds of delay is required between the 
trigger takeoff point and the N Unit. The Tektronix Type 
113 Delay-Cable con be used to provide the required signal 
delay. Low losses in the Type 113 permit the full capabilities 
of the N Unit to be utilized.

In most N-Unit applications, the Type 113 Delay-Cable 
will provide approximately the necessary delay of the in
put signal. However, when the N Unit is used without the 
Type 110 or Type 113, it will probably be necessary to de
termine the exact delay necessary by experiment. The trig
gering signal to the TRIGGER INPUT connector should ar
rive approximately 45 nanoseconds ahead of the input sig
nal. The sexless connectors used on the N Unit permit cable 
lengths to be easily changed, thereby changing the delay
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Type H I  Pre-Trigger 
Puis* Generator

Unblanklng Pulses to CRT Cathode 

connector a t rear o f oscilloscope.

HUGGER OUT from  Type 111 to 
REGENERATED TRIGGER INPUT o f N  Unit. 

10 nsec R G -58A /U .

—
SIGNAL OUT to 

Device Under Test 

5  nsec R G -8A /U .

Horizontal Sweep to  
External Horizontal 

Input connector o f oscilloscope.

--------------- ^ _ r

Output o f Device Under Test to
SIGNAL IN  PUT o f N  Unit.

S nsec R G -8A /U .

Fig. 2-4. Cable connections for the Type N Unit when used with the Type 111 Pre- 
Trigger Pulse Generator.

time. The delay provided by RG-8A/U cable (or other 
solid polyethlene dielectric cable) is approximately 1.4 nsec 
per foot. If any portion of the input waveform is displayed 
on the oscilloscope, you can usually determine the amount 
of delay which must be added or subtracted to display the 
waveform properly on the screen. This can be determined 
by the sweep speed and the number of divisions that the 
display must be moved. If the display must be moved to 
the left, less delay is required. If the display must be moved 
to the right, more delay is required. In general, it is usually 
desirable to use a minimum of time delay in the triggering 
leads, since this reduces the delay required in the signal 
leads. This reduces the amount of high quality cable re
quired. The proper delay can be determined only after the 
sweep is triggered properly and a stable display is obtained. 
Triggering the sweep is discussed in the following para
graphs.

Triggering the Type N Unit

Each time the Type N Unit is triggered, a sample is made 
of the input waveform, the sample is displayed, and the spot 
moves a step horizontally across the screen. This sequence 
occurs each time the unit is triggered. When the unit is 
triggered properly, the continuous sampling and horizontal 
movement of the spot across the screen forms the display.

As described previously, to trigger the Type N Unit you 
must first connect a triggering signal to either the TRIG
GER INPUT or REGENERATED TRIGGER INPUT connector. 
When triggering signals are applied to the TRIGGER INPUT 
connector of the N Unit you must adjust the TRIGGER 
SENSITIVITY control for stable triggered operation.

To adjust the control, first set it fully counterclockwise. 
Then turn up the intensity of the oscilloscope and slowly
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Operating Instructions —  Type N

rotate the TRIGGER SENSITIVITY control clockwise until a 
steady trace appears on the crt. (If the oscilloscope Hori
zontal position neon indicators flash, but no trace appears, 
adjust the VERTICAL POSITION control to locate the trace.) 
At its final setting, the TRIGGER SENSITIVITY control should 
be as far clockwise as possible without free-running the 
sweep. When triggering signals are applied to the REGEN
ERATED TRIGGER INPUT connector, the TRIGGER SENSITI
VITY control on the N Unit is not used. The unit under these 
conditions operates automatically each time a Regenerated 
Triggering Pulse is applied. When the TRIGGER SENSITI
VITY control is not used, it should be rotated fully counter
clockwise to prevent spurious operation of the N Unit.

If the Type 110 unit supplies the regenerated triggering 
signal to the N Unit, triggering is controlled completely by 
the l i a  The TRIGGER SENSITIVITY control on the 110 is 
adjusted in exactly the same manner as the TRIGGER SEN
SITIVITY control on the N Unit. The regenerator circuit of 
the 110 unit permits you to trigger the N Unit from sig
nals with repetition rates as high as 100 me. The equivalent 
regenerator in the N Unit only permits triggering at fre
quencies up to 50 me. Otherwise there is no particular 
advantage in using the regenerator circuit of the 110 over 
that of the N Unit.

When the Type 111 Pre-Trigger Pulse Generator is used, 
no triggering adjustments are necessary except to turn the 
TRIGGER SENSITIVITY control of the N Unit fully counter
clockwise. The N Unit is started automatically each time a 
pulse from the 111 is applied to the REGENERATED TRIG
GER INPUT connector of the N Unit.

When the N Unit is triggered properly by any of the 
methods described, center the trace on the screen with the 
positioning controls. Set the NANOSEC/CM switch at 10 
and the SAMPLES/DISPLAY switch at 50. Check that the 
waveform is displayed properly on the screen. A fast-rising 
displayed waveform should start at least one centimeter 
from the left side of the screen when the DELAY control is 
set fully clockwise. Set the NANOSEC/CM control at 1. 
If the risetime of the displayed waveform is on the order of 
1 or 2 nanoseconds, it should be possible to move the start 
of the displayed waveform to the right side of the screen.
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Fig. 2-5. Selecting the proper signal and trigger delays. With a 
sweep speed o f 10 nsec per centimeter and the DELAY control set 
fo lly clockwise, a fast-rising pulse should start at least one centi
meter from the left side of the oscilloscope screen.

If not, it will be necessary for you to add or subtract delay 
in the signal or triggering paths by changing the cable 
lengths. The DELAY control then permits you to position the 
waveform horizontally with respect to the trace. The proper 
delay is obtained when the Trigger Input Signal arrives 
about 45 nanoseconds ahead, or the Regenerated Trigger
ing Signal arrives 40 nanoseconds ahead, of the signal 
waveform.

If you are using the Type 110 with the N Unit, it is not 
necessary for you to use an experimental method to obtain 
the delay required. The delay required between the trigger 
takeoff of the 110 and the N Unit is known to be approxi
mately 60 nanoseconds. This delay is provided by the 
Type 113 Delay Cable.

When the Type 111 is used with the N Unit, no delay 
cable is required. If the waveform does not immediately 
appear as described previously, set the N Unit DELAY 
control fully clockwise. Then adjust the DELAY control on 
the Type 111 until the waveform is displayed properly on 
the oscilloscope screen. If the waveform does not appear 
correctly, there is probably an excessive time delay in the 
Signal path (over 160 nsec). Add delay to the trigger leads 
if the DELAY control on the N Unit does not have sufficient 
range to display the waveform properly.

Selecting the Equivalent Sweep Rates

The Type N Unit provides equivalent sweep rates of 1, 
2, 5 and 10 nsec per centimeter. (By placing the oscilloscope 
External Horizontal Attenuator Switch in the XI position the 
equivalent sweep rates can be increased by a factor of 10. 
This gives equivalent sweep rates of 100, 200, 500 and 
1000 picoseconds per centimeter). These sweep rates in 
turn provide displays 10, 20, 50 and 100 nanoseconds in 
duration. These sweep rates are sufficiently fast to accur
ately observe fast rising waveforms within the risetime capa
bilities of the N Unit. If you require slower sweep rotes 
than those provided by the Type N Unit, you can remove 
the N Unit from the oscilloscope and substitute another 
vertical plug-in unit, such as the Type L or Type K. The 
internal sweep system of the oscilloscope can then be used 
to provide the sweep speed required.

Selection of the equivalent sweep rate is made with the 
NANOSECOND/CM switch. Increasing the sweep speed 
increases the horizontal size of the waveform displayed. 
Conversely, decreasing the sweep speed decreases the hori
zontal size of the displayed waveform. Your selection of 
sweep speed will depend on the type of waveform you wish 
to observe and on the portion of the waveform you ore 
particularly interested in.

In the N Unit, the sweep is not formed by the continu
ous movement of the spot across the screen. Instead the 
beam makes a movement and unblanks each time the unit 
is triggered and a sample made. When the NANOSEC
OND/CM control is set at 1, the spot does not actually 
move 1 centimeter across the screen each nanosecond. How
ever, the display obtained is the same as though the spot 
did move at this rate. One nanosecond per centimeter 
is then the equivalent sweep speed rather than the actual 
sweep speed. The equivalent sweep speeds of the N Unit 
are accurate to within 5%. Accurate time measurements 
in the order of nanoseconds can be made directly from 
the oscilloscope display.
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Fig. 2-6. Waveform due to the true sweep time per centimeter 
rather than equivalent sweep lime per centimeter. This illustrates 
one type of false display that can be obtained using a sampling 
oscilloscope system. In this case the oscilloscope calibrator wave
form is displayed with the N Unit NANOSEC/CM control set at 1. 
This gives an apparently phenomenal risetime to the calibrator 
waveforms. This false display is due to the triggering of the Type 
N Unit at some multiple of the calibrator frequency. False dis
plays can easily be detected through use of the SAMPLES/DISPLAY 
control.

Under certain conditions it is possible to get a false dis
play when using sampling type instruments. This is due to 
the way a sampling system operates. A false display ob
tained while using the N Unit can always be detected quite 
easily, however, by rotating the SAMPLES/DISPLAY control. 
This should change nothing but the number of dots per 
centimeter. If the waveform changes its apparent repetition 
rate, or disappears, as the number of samples per display 
is changed, the display is false and should be ignored. False 
displays usually fall into one or two categories. One type 
of false display may occur when there is an insufficient 
number of dots per display to reproduce all of the informa
tion. (For example, a 1-gigacyde damped sine wave train 
on the 10 nsec/cm sweep speed, at 50 dots per display.

might look like a 100 me train. In this case, switching to 500 
dots per display would show up the error). The other type 
of false display occurs when the N Unit is triggered at some 
multiple of the signal repetition rate. ( A false display of 
this type would be obtained at 100 dots per display if the 
1-kc oscilloscope calibrator waveform is used as the signal 
source while the N Unit is triggered at 100 kc by the Type 
111.) With either type of false display, you can usually ob
tain the correct display with some other setting of the 
SAMPLES/DISPLAY switch.

Selecting the Number of Samples Per Display

You will recall that each time the N Unit is triggered a 
sampling of the input waveform is made. The oscilloscope 
display is formed from the combination of a large number 
of such samples. The number of samples required to form 
a complete oscilloscope display is determined by the setting 
of SAMPLES/DISPLAY switch. This control allows you to 
select 50, 100, 200 or 500 samples per display. Since at 
least one triggering waveform is required for each sample 
taken, from 50 to 500 or more triggering waveforms are 
required to form a complete display. The greater the number 
of samples per display the more nearly continuous is the 
waveform displayed on the screen. With 500 samples per 
display, the display is formed by 50 dots per centimeter 
horizontally. This appears to be nearly a continuous trace 
except at the leading and trailing edges of fast rising and 
falling pulses. If the reptition rate of the waveform being 
observed is quite high, you will probably want to use 500 
samples per display.

At any particular triggering repetition rate, the number 
of displays per second for 50 samples per display is 10 
times as great as for 500 samples per second. For triggering 
rates up to lOOkc, the average number of displays per 
second is the average triggering repetition rate divided by 
the number of samples per display (ignoring the effects of 
retrace time). Consequently, at low trigger repetition rates, 
less flicker of the display is obtained with 50 samples per 
display than with 500 samples per display. At the same 
time, the display is much coarser. At very low trigger re-
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Operating Instructions —  Type N

petition rates, it may be necessary to use 50 samples per 
display in order to have a high enough display repetition 
rate to see the trace in its entirety. This is due to the low 
persistence of the crt phosphors. At low trigger repetition 
rates, the higher flicker rate at 50 samples per display makes 
it more convenient to manipulate the waveform on the dis
play (with the Positioning controls, for example).

In general, you will set the SAMPLES/DISPLAY switch to 
obtain sufficient continuity. The setting is a compromise 
between flicker rate and coarseness of the display at low 
trigger repetition rates.

The dots on the oscilloscope display can actually be used 
as equivalent time markers. These will aid in making time 
measurements directly from the oscilloscope display. The 
SAMPLES/DISPLAY switch controls the number of samples 
per display, and consequently the equivalent time spacing 
between dots. For example, at 1 nanosecond per centimeter 
and 100 samples per display, the equivalent time between 
dots is 100 picoseconds. Under these circumstances, there 
are 10 dots per centimeter. If you place the oscilloscope's 
External Horizontal Attenuator switch in the XI position, 
you can expand the display horizontally by a factor of 10. 
There is then 1 dot per centimeter, making it easy to count 
the number of dots. Using this method, it is relatively easy 
to accurately measure the 600 picosecond risetime of the N 
Unit. To measure the N-Unit's risetime, however, you must 
use a signal pulse and delay cable combination with a rise
time well under 250 picoseconds.

Vertical Positioning Limit Adjustment

Occasionally when you are using the N Unit, you may

find that the VERTICAL POSITION control has insufficient 
range of adjustment. This is indicated when you are unable 
to position the trace off both the top and bottom of the 
screen. This condition may be corrected by adjustment of the 
VERTICAL POS. LIMIT control.

To make the adjustment, first remove all signals from the 
unit and free-run the sweep by rotating the TRIGGER SEN
SITIVITY control fully clockwise. Terminate the SIGNAL IN
PUT connector in 50 ohms. This can be done by connecting 
a 50 ohm X I0 attenuator to the SIGNAL INPUT connector. 
Adjust the VERTICAL POS. LIMIT control so that the upper 
positioning limit is on the screen of the oscilloscope. The 
upper positioning limit is reached when clockwise rotation 
of the VERTICAL POSITION control no longer moves the 
oscilloscope trace up. Using the VERTICAL POS. LIMIT 
control, move the upper positioning limit to the top of 
the graticule. Then, use the VERTICAL POSITION con
trol to move the trace down 2 centimeters. Now 
move the trace to the top of the screen with the VERTICAL 
POS. LIMIT control. This sets the upper vertical positioning 
limit 2 centimeters above the top of the graticule. You 
should now be able to position the trace smoothly from the 
bottom of the screen to the top with no “ limiting" action 
evident.

NOTE
Type 532 and Type 536 Oscilloscopes have graticules 

with more than 6 vertical divisions. When setting the VER
TICAL POS. LIMIT control with these oscilloscopes, the top 
of the graticule is considered to be 3 divisions above the 
center-line.
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DELAY— Provides a variable delay in triggering the 
unit, the  delay range is 200 nemeseconds less the 
display period, the  DELAY control permits the dis
played waveform to be positioned left or right with 
respect to  the oscilloscope trace. The control permits 
you to observe a total o f 200 nanoseconds o f dis
play although only a portion of this display can be 
seen at one time.

SAMPLES/DfSPLAY— Selects the number e f dots per 
display* This affects both the flicker and resolution 
o f the display. The control permits selection of SO, 
100, 200, o r 500 dots ( samples I per display.

AVALANCHE SET— Adjusts the Avolonce Generator 
Stage for proper operation. {Refer to the Calibra
tion procedure before adjusting.!

NANOSEC/CM— Selects the equivalent horizontal 
sweep rates. The central selects equivalent sweep 
rates of 1, 2, 5, or 10 nanoseconds per centimeter 
when the horizontal deflection factor of the oscil
loscope is set at 5 volts per centimeter. With the 
oscilloscope horizontal deflection factor set at O.S 
volts per centimeter, the equivalent sweep rates are 
tOO, 200, 500, and T000 picoseconds per centi
meter.

REGENERATED TRIGGER INPUT-—Input connector for 
+  10-volt 200-nanosecond triggering signals sup
plied from the Type 110 Pulse Generator and Trigger 
Takeoff System or from: the Type 111 Pretrigger 
PulseGenerator.

SIGNAL INPUT-n-dnput connector for signals applied 
to the N Unit, The input impedance is 50 ohms and 
the vertical deflection factor Is TO millivolts per 
centimeter. Safe overload is & 4 volts. Signals which 
appear on screen are linear if no portion of the trace 
has been deflected o ff screen vertically more; them 
6 centimeters.

TRIGGER INPUT— Input connector for triggering sig
nals. Triggering signals must be between - f  0.5 and 
-h2.0 volts in amplitude, have a duration of not less 
than I nanosecond, and a  maximum repetition rate 
of 50 me.

VERTICAL POSITION— Sets the vertical position o f the 
trace on the oscilloscope screen.

TRIGGER SENSITIVITY—Adjust* the N  Unit to trigger 
from signals applied to the TRIGGER INPUT Can- 
nectar. I Set fu lly  counterclockwise when using the 
REGENERATED TRIGGER INPUT Connector.)

To EXT. HOREE.— Output connector for the stairstep 
waveform produced by the N Unit, The waveform 
is  connected to the horizontal-deflection system ef 
the oscilloscope through the oscilloscope External 
Horizontal Input Connector, (For correct equivalent 
sweep rates, the horizontal deflection factor should 
be S volts per centimeter.)

TO CRT CATHODE— Output connector fo r unblank- 
log pubes produced by the N Unit, The unblcmting 
pulses are connected to the oscilloscope CRT Cathode 
Connector. (Be sure the grounding strap is removed 
from the CRT Cathode Connector and that the CRT 
Cathode Selector Switch is in the CRT Cathode posi
tion.)

VERTICAL POS. LIMIT—-Sets the vertical positioning 
limits o ff the oscilloscope screen. When the N Unit 
is first inserted Into an oscilloscope, check to  see 
that the adjustment is mode correctly. Refer to the 
paragraphs under “ Vertical Positioning Limit Adjust
ment” .
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APPLICATIONS

Representative Test Systems

Six representative test systems involving the Type N 
Sampling Plug-In Unit are described and illustrated in this 
section of the manual. These systems may be used as a 
basis for the development of more specialized systems as 
required by specific applications. This section will also show 
methods which may be used for impedance matching be
tween the device under test and the 50-ohm Type N Unit.

The first three test systems shown are applicable where 
the device under test does not require external triggering. 
The last three systems apply where the device under test

does require external triggering. In any of the systems 
shown it may be necessary to use attenuators to limit the 
signal going into the N Unit to a usable level. For simplic
ity of illustrations, these attenuators are not shown.

Time and voltage measurements on the signal itself are 
determined in the same manner as with any other plug-in 
unit, except that the vertical sensitivity of the N Unit is fixed 
at 10 millivolts per centimeter. Refer to the Operating In
structions section of the manual for the oscilloscope you 
are using.

The N Unit by itself requires an external trigger. This 
trigger must arrive 45 to 235 nanoseconds ahead of the 
signal, as measured at the N Unit Inputs.

Fig. 3 -1 . Test setup w here  Device U nde r Test supp lies its o w n  tr ig g e r  o f lea s t 45  
nanoseconds in  advance o f the  s ig n a l.

Fig. 3-1 illustrates a typical test setup where the device 
under test furnishes its own pre-pulse trigger. This trigger 
is between +0.5 and +2.0 volts in amplitude, at least one 
nanosecond in width, and between 45 and 235 nanoseconds

in advance of the signal to be observed, as required by 
the N Unit. The trigger is connected to the TRIGGER IN
PUT connector on the N Unit, and the signal is connected 
to the SIGNAL INPUT connector on the N Unit.
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Fig. 3 -2 . Test setup w he re  tr ig g e r does no t precede s ig n o l b y  4 5  nanoseconds.

Fig. 3-2 illustrates a typical test setup where the device 
under test has an associated trigger pulse of the proper 
amplitude and duration, but less than 45 nanoseconds in 
advance of the signal. The Type 113 Delay Cable has 
been inserted to delay the signal by 60 nanoseconds: thus.

the associated trigger may occur as late as 15 nanoseconds 
after the signal to be observed. Since the Type 113 has 
a risetime of less than 0.1 nanosecond, it will not signifi
cantly alter the shape of any pulse which has o slower rise
time than that of the N Unit (0.6 nanosecond).

Fig. 3 -3 . Test setup where Device U nder Test canno t supp ly  re qu ire d  tr ig g e r.

Fig. 3-3 illustrates a typical test setup where the device 
under test does not have a trigger which falls within the 
ampliiude and duration requirements for triggering the N 
Unit. The signal is applied through the Trigger Takeoff 
System of the Type 110 which picks off a portion of the 
signal to trigger the Trigger Regenerator. The regenerated

trigger is then applied directly to the REGENERATED TRIG
GER INPUT connector on the N Unit. The delay through the 
Trigger Takeoff and Trigger Regenerator of the Type 110 is 
about 20 nanoseconds. Thus, the regenerated trigger from 
the Type 110 arrives at the N Unit 40 nanoseconds ahead 
of the signal as required for a regenerated trigger.
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Pig. 3-4. Test setup where Device Under Test must be pulsed, and measurement of 
time delay is required.

Fig. 3-4 illustrates a typical test setup where the device 
under test must be triggered externally. This setup may also 
be used to measure the time delay inherent in the device 
under test.

To measure the delay of the signal by the device under 
test, proceed as follows: First, bypass the device under 
test and connect the output of the Type 113 directly to the 
SIGNAL INPUT connector on the Type N. Note the posi
tion of the waveform on the screen. Then, connect the de
vice under test into the setup as shown. Note the new 
position of the waveform on the screen. Multiply the num

ber of centimeters of shift by the setting of the NANOSEC/ 
CM switch. This is the delay of the device under test.

In some cases it may be desirable to reverse the order 
of the Type 113 and the device under test from that shown 
in Fig. 3-4. This is especially true where the device under 
test has a high output impedance and could be affected 
significantly by the arrival of possible spurious signals from 
the Type N due to the interrogating pulses in the Vertical 
Channel. Placing the Type 113 between the device under 
test and the Type N would delay these spurious signals 
sufficiently to prevent them from affecting the display on the 
oscilloscope.

Fig. 3 -5 . Test setup w here  o u tp u t o f Device U nder Test is much g rea te r th a n  inpu t.

Fig. 3-5 illustrates a typical test setup where the output and where it is not necessary to measure the amount of
of the device under test is much greater than the input, delay.
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Fig. 3-6. Test setup using the Type 11T Pre-Trigger Pulse Generator

The test setup illustrated in Fig. 3-6 is virtually the same 
as that shown in Fig. 3-4 except that the pulse output to the 
device under test is delayed internally within the Type 111 
rather than by the Type 113. The amount of time jitter on 
the face of the oscilloscope is increased to about 100 pico
seconds with this arrangement. Also, the Type 111 risetime 
is about twice that of the Type 110; hence, the fastest rise- 
time which can be displayed using it is about 0.7 or 0.8 
nanosecond Instead of 0.6 nanosecond as with the Type 110. 
However, since the repetition rate of the Type 11! goes to 
over 100 kc, this setup can make use of 500 samples per 
display to produce a virtually continuous display. (With the 
Type 110, it is not possible to display more than about 1.5 
sweeps per second at 500 samples per display.)

Connections to Signal Device
Figs. 3-7 and 3-8 illustrate two methods of “ tapping off" 

the signal within the device under test for application to 
the Type N SIGNAL INPUT connector. The circuit changes 
required for Type N use are shown in color in each figure. 
Either method may be used at the output of the device as 
well as within the device itself.

The series method shown in Fig. 3-7 is basically as fol
lows: Remove 50 ohms of any resistance to ground across 
which the signal is developed, and connect the 50-ohm 
pigtail in its place. In actual practice it may be possible, 
depending upon the value of RL, merely to attach the pig
tail between the lower end of RL and ground without exces
sive change in loading.

TO N UNIT
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Fig. 3-8. Shunt method o f tapping o ff signal fo r application to Type N Unit.

In the shunt method, shown in Fig. 3-8, Rs must be large 
enough to have negligible loading effect on the circuitry. 
In some cases, it may be desirable to increase Rl by an 
amount large enough to overcome this loading effect.

Experience will show that the physical positioning of Rs 
(Fig. 3-8), in relation to chassis ground, will affect the im

pedance matching and therefore the shape of the displayed 
signal. Rs should be positioned to provide the fastest rise, 
without overshoot, of a displayed output of the Type 110 
or Type 111. In general, the larger the value of Rt, the far
ther the input end of Rs should be from the chassis com
pared to its output end (see Fig. 3-9).

(NOTE CORRELATION BETWEEN A /B  AND VALUE OF Rt )

Fig. 3-9. Comparative physical positioning of Rs with large and small values of RL.





SECTION 4

CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION

GENERAL

The Pulse Generation Channel accepts trigger pulses 
either from the signal source under observation or from a 
regenerated trigger system and from them develops: (1) 
positive sampling pulses which are applied to the Vertical 
Channel memory circuit to sample the input waveform at 
particular instants of time; (2) negative pulses which are 
applied to the cathode to unblank the crt for presenta
tion of each sample of the input waveform; (3) positive 
pulses which reset the Vertical Channel memory circuit after 
the sample has been displayed and prior to the next sample 
being made; (4) negative pulses which are applied to the 
Horizontal Channel to initiate the staircase sweep; and (5)

positive pulses which are applied to the Horizontal Channel 
to form the steps of the staircase sweep.

The Horizontal Channel develops the staircase sweep 
voltage which, in effect, "steps” the crt electron beam across 
the screen to permit the display of individual successive 
samples of the input waveform in the form of dots. This 
staircase sweep is externally connected from the TO EXT. 
HORIZ. connector on the plug-in unit to the external hori
zontal input connector on the oscilloscope. It is also fed 
back to the Pulse Generation Channel to cause the input 
waveform to be sampled at a slightly later instant of time 
in the cycle for each successive presentation on the screen.

S8&KAt ftW T : '

J1
PULSE

GENERATION

CHANNEL

SAMPLING PULSE
VERTICAL

s&ill
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The Vertical Channel algebraically adds the relatively 
large, short-time duration sampling pulse to the input signal. 
The resulting waveform is applied to a back-biased diode, 
which charges a capacitor during the effective width of 
the sampling pulse to a voltage proportional to the ampli

tude of the signal. The voltage on the capacitor constitutes 
a stretched sample of the signal at the time the sampling 
pulse occurs. This information in then displayed on the oscil
loscope screen when the crt is unblanked.

PULSE GENERATION CHANNEL

For normal triggered operation of the Type N Unit, when 
a suitable trigger is available, the trigger pulse is applied 
to the TRIGGER INPUT connector on the front panel of the 
unit. Q5410 is biased slightly into cutoff by the setting of 
the TRIGGER SENSITIVITY control. When a positive trigger 
pulse appears at the collector of Q54',0, T5410 induces a 
negative voltage at the base, and Q5410 conducts. Regen
erative feedback through T5410 causes Q5410 to increase in 
conduction until the collector potential has gone so far in 
a positive direction that saturation of the transistor takes 
place. A further increase in current cannot occur since the 
charge on C5410 and the load (consisting of the "OR” gate 
and the base-emitter drive) determine the current initially. As 
the magnetizing current builds up in the transformer, the 
effective load discharging the capacitor increases and the 
voltage across the transistor increases, causing a small

change in the voltage across the magnetizing inductance of 
the transformer and across the load.

The magnetizing current builds up until the core saturates, 
which reduces base drive and causes the transistor to cut 
off. The charge accumulated on the base return capacitor 
C5406 during the “ O N” time places a positive voltage at 
the base of Q5410, keeping it cut off. The transformer's 
magnetizing inductance causes a back swing which is con
trolled by D5410. Circuit values have been chosen so that 
the output of the Trigger Regenerator is a positive gate 
approximately 10 volts in amplitude and 250 nanoseconds 
in width.

After the 250-nanosecond gate has ended, the charge on 
the base return capacitor will prevent further trigger pulses 
from taking 05410 back into conduction until C5406 has
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discharged through R5406, R5407, and the —20 volt supply. 
After C5406 has discharged, the next positive trigger pulse 
will cause the Trigger Regenerator to conduct again. The 
MAX REP. RATE control, R5407, adjusts the discharge time 
of C5406 so that the maximum repetition rate of the Trigger 
Regenerator is approximately lOOkc, regardless of the fre
quency of the trigger pulses. This allows triggering on aper
iodic signals below lOOkc, and on periodic signals above 
lOOkc to approximately 50me. By advancing the TRIG
GER SENSITIVITY control in the clockwise (negative) direc
tion, Q5410 can be forward biased, causing the Trigger 
Regenerator to free-run at approximately 100 kc.

When a signal source is used which does not have an 
associated trigger pulse suitable for driving the Trigger 
Regenerator of the Type N Unit, then it is necessary to use 
a separate trigger regeneration system, such as the Tek
tronix Type 110 Signal Generator and Trigger Takeoff Sys
tem of the Type 111 Pre-Trigger Pulse Generator. The ex
ternally regenerated trigger pulses must meet the same re
quirements as the output of the internal Trigger Regener
ator; that is, they must be approximately 10 volts in ampli
tude, 250 nanoseconds in width, and not more than lOOkc 
in frequency. The input from such an external trigger re
generator is applied through the REGENERATED TRIGGER 
INPUT connector, D5413 and R5413 to the cathode of D5416, 
bypassing the Trigger Regenerator. When the externally 
regenerated trigger is used, the TRIGGER SENSITIVITY con
trol is set to its extreme counterclockwise (positive) position 
to hold Q5410 in cutoff.

The 250-nanosecond gate from the Trigger Regenerator, 
or the externally regenerated trigger, is applied to the cath
ode of D5416 and gates the Fast Ramp Generator. The 
Fast Ramp Generator operates as follows:

During quiescent operation a current of approximately 10 
ma flows from ground up through R5416 and R5417 in par
allel, D5416, R5433 and R5432 to the + 225-volt supply. The 
drop across R5416 and R5417 and D5416 places the emitter 
of Q5430 at approximately 1.0 volt above ground, and 
Q5430 is cut off. C5434 and C5435 are charged to 1.0 volt; 
there is no current through R5434 and R5435 and, therefore, 
no voltage drop across them.

When the positive gate is applied to the cathode of 
D5416, D5416 cuts off and allows the voltage at the emitter 
of Q5430 to move toward +225 volts. Almost instantan
eously, the voltage steps about 0.15 volt due to the voltage 
divider action of R5434 and R5435, and R5432 between the 
1.0 volt on the upper plates of C5434 and C5435 and the 
+225 supply. Also C5434 and C5435 start to charge ex
ponentially toward +225. Since the gate is present for a 
maximum of only 250 nanoseconds and the RC time con
stant of the charging path is about 23 microseconds, only 
a very small portion of the charging curve will actually be 
used and the ramp voltage produced will be extremely lin
ear. The result is a 0.15 volt step at the emitter of Q5430 
followed by a linear ramp voltage which rises to a maximum 
amplitude of about two volts. The purpose of the 0.15 volt 
step is to overcome the safe hold-off bias on Q5430 with
out having to waste ramp time to do so.

Some time after the start of the ramp, depending upon 
the voltage at the base of Q5430, Q5430 will come into 
conduction. The voltage at the base of Q5430 is controlled 
by the dc level set by the DELAY control and the level of the 
staircase voltage fed back from the Staircase Generator in 
the Horizontal Channel. The voltage set by the DELAY

control provides a basic constant delay between the start of 
the ramp and the firing of Q5430. The fed-back staircase 
voltage provides a further delay which becomes successively 
greater with each step of a sweep.

As Q5430 starts to conduct, a sharp positive pulse is 
formed at the collector due to the blocking oscillator action. 
The emitter current of Q5430 discharges C5434 and C5435 
very rapidly back toward ground. D5434 prevents the 
emitter of Q5430 from going negative by more than a small 
amount.

The Bootstrap Emitter Follower, Q5424, maintains a con
stant potential difference between the base and the collector 
of Q5430 regardless of the dc level at the base. This in
sures that the time delay between the overcoming of cutoff 
bias of Q5430 and the appearance of a pulse at its collector 
remains uniform throughout the sweep.

The sharp positive output pulse from Q5430 is coupled 
through C5441 to the collector of the Avalanche Transistor, 
Q5444, and through R5440 and C5440 to the emitter of the 
Delay Blocking Oscillator, Q5450. The base-to-collector 
junction of Q5444 is reverse-biased just short of breakdown 
so that when the positive spike from Q5430 is applied to 
the collector, Q5444 conducts heavily, producing a positive 
output pulse at the emitter.

The AVALANCHE SET control, R5442, and the SENSITIV
ITY control, R5447, are used in conjunction with one another 
to select an optimum balance between pulse amplitude, 
stability, and delay time of the stage.

The purpose of the Delay Blocking Oscillator, Q5450, is 
to provide approximately one microsecond of delay in 
generating the unblanking pulse. This allows time for the 
sampling pulse to get through the Vertical Channel and be 
stored in the memory before the ert is unblanked to display 
it on the screen. The positive pulse from Q5430 triggers 
the Delay Blanking Oscillator causing a positive pulse to 
appear at the collector of Q5450. The leading edge of the 
output pulse from Q5450 produces a negative going (from 
—20 volts) voltage at the junction of R5455 and R5456. This 
negative-going voltage charges C5455 through D5455. When 
the trailing edge of the pulse at the Q5450 collector oc
curs, a positive-going voltage appears at the junction of 
R5455 and R5456 which tends to charge C5455 in the op
posite direction. D5455 is cut off and D5456 conducts, 
causing the positive rise to be coupled to collector of Q5460. 
The effect of the action of D5455 and D5456 is to delay 
the triggering of Q5460 by the width of the output pulse of 
Q5450. When Q5460 conducts, a positive-going pulse is 
obtained at the collector. The negative pulse induced at 
the other end of T5460 is applied to the TO CRT CATHODE 
connector on the front of the unit as the cathode unblank
ing pulse and to the Reset Multivibrator as a sweep-start 
pulse.

The leading edge of the positive pulse at the collector of 
Q5460 causes C5463 to charge through D5464. Then the 
negative-going trailing edge of the pulse causes C5463 to 
discharge through R5464. The result is a stretched negative 
pulse coupled to the base of Q5464 which is delayed by 
the width of the pulse appearing at the collector of Q5460. 
The output of Q5464 is a positive pulse which is applied to 
the Memory Discharge circuit, Q6432, in the Vertical 
Channel. The pulse causes the memory circuit to be dis
charged. The output of Q5464 is also applied to the stair
case-forming network in the Horizontal Channel to cause the 
stairstep sweep to advance to its next voltage level.
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Fig. 4-3. Vertical Channel block diagram.

VERTICAL CHANNEL

The positive pulse from the Avalanche Generator is dif
ferentiated by C5479 and the R5479 network and super
imposed on the incoming waveform ot the input to the 
Vertical Channel. The reverse bias on the Interrogate Diode, 
D5480, is such that the incoming signal itself cannot cause 
the diode to conduct. The input signal is therefore effective
ly blocked by D5480. The sampling pulses do cause D5480 
to conduct, however, and are coupled through the diode and 
C5480 to the emitter of Q5484. (The sampling pulses are of 
constant amplitude, on the order of one to two volts, where
as the maximum allowable signal amplitude is about 100 
millivolts.) Since the sampling pulses are superimposed on 
the incoming waveform, the effective amplitude of each 
sampling pulse seen at the emitter of Q5484 is propor
tional to the amplitude of the signal at the time the pulse 
was applied. Since the time of occurrence of the sampling 
pulse (with respect to the signal) changes in proportion to 
the horizontal dot position, the envelope of a large num
ber of successive pulses is a reproduction of the incoming 
signal.

Q5484 operates as a Class A amplifier with a long re
covery time in the collector circuit and stretches the sampling 
pulse to 100 to 300 nanoseconds in width. The stretched 
pulse reduces the bandwidth and risetime requirements of 
the amplifiers that follow. Emitter Follower Q5493 acts as

an impedance-matching device between the high output im
pedance of Q5484 and the low input impedance of Q5494.

Q5494 inverts the signal, amplifies it by a factor of ten, 
and applies it to a stretching network composed of C6400, 
D64Q0, D6401 and R6401. The leading edge of the negative 
pulse biases D6401 for forward conduction which charges 
C6401. C6401 then discharges through R6401, yielding 
approximately a three-microsecond time constant. This 
further stretches the sampling pulse which is then applied to 
the Emitter Follower, Q6403. The output of Q6403, then, is 
a series of pedestals about two or three volts in amplitude, 
with the amplitude modulated by the incoming signal.

The following stage, Q6404, is biased for clipper action 
to conduct during the few hundred millivolts of modulation 
at the tips of the pedestals. The portion of the signal which 
extends into the conduction range of Q6404 is inverted and 
amplified about three or four times.

The Inverter, Q6414, is biased well into its conduction 
range since the positive signal from the clipper will drive 
it toward cutoff. The Output Driver, Q6424, is biased just 
above cutoff since the negative-going signal from the In
verter will cause it to conduct more heavily. The output 
swing of Q6424 can be as much as 12 volts.
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The positive output on the collector of the Output Driver, 
Q6424, is applied to the plate of V6432A and causes this 
tube to conduct, charging C6435 and C6436. (V6432B is 
held cut off by a reverse bias of about 12 volts developed 
by the voltage divider action of R6433 and R6434.) The 
charge on C6436 is portional to the amplitude of the posi
tive pulse of Q6424 and is applied to the vertical deflection 
system of the oscilloscope, Dut to the long discharge time 
constant, C6436 retains almost all of its charge until after the 
crt has been unblanked by the crt unblanking pulse from

T5460 in the Pulse Generation Channel. After the crt has 
been unblanked and the information stored in C6436 has been 
displayed on the screen, the positive reset pulse is applied 
to the base of Q6432 from Q5464 in the Pulse Genera
tion Channel. This produces a negative pulse at the cathode 
of V6432B which causes V6432B, V6432A, and D6430 to con
duct and discharge C6435 and C6436. They are then ready 
for the next signal pulse to be applied through the Vertical 
Channel.

HORIZONTAL CHANNEL

V6445A and V6445B form the Reset Multivibrator. Under 
quiescent (reset) conditions V6445A is conducting and V6445B 
is cut off. A negative pulse applied at the grid of V6445A 
from T5460 in the Pulse Generator Channel cuts off that half 
of the tube. A portion of the resulting positive swing in 
the plate voltage is applied to the grid of V6445B causing 
that half of the tube to conduct. (The conduction of V6445B 
raises the common cathode potential of V6445A and V6445B. 
This holds V6445A cut off until a sufficiently positive voltage 
is applied to its grid from the Hold-Off Circuit to cause it 
to conduct again.) The negative swing in voltage at the 
plate of V6445B cuts off the Disconnect Diodes, V6452A and 
V6452B

With its grid disconnected, V6461 is now ready to start 
forming the staircase horizontal sweep. The leading edge 
of the positive stairstep-forming pulse from Q5464 in the 
Pulse Generation Channel causes one section of C6462 (de
pending upon the position of the SAMPLES/DISPLAY switch) 
to charge up through D6462. The negative-going trailing 
edge of the pulse then causes this charge to be transferred 
through V6462 to C6460. The result is a small negative 
step at the grid of V6461 which causes a positive step at the 
plate. Further positive stairstep-forming pulstes occurring at 
C6462 cause further small negative steps at the grid of 
V6461 and further positive steps at the plate of V6461. This 
action, then, forms a staircase sweep during which the sweep
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BLOCKING OSCILLATOR reset 
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I
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on the screen steps to the right as D6462 conducts and re
mains stationary while V6462 is cut off. It is during these 
periods while the sweep is stationary that the crt is un
blanked and the information in the Vertical Channel is dis
played on the screen.

The staircase sweep voltage is applied through the Cath
ode Follower, V6473, diodes D6472 and D6473, and the TO 
EXT. HORIZ. connector to the horizontal amplifier of the 
oscilloscope. The staircase voltage from the cathode of 
V6473 is fed back to the upper plate of C6460 to maintain 
the proper potential across the capacitor to maintain a con
stant amplitude of steps as the sweep progresses across 
the screen. From the cathode of V6473, the staircose volt
age is also coupled back to the base of Q5430 in the Pulse 
Generation Channel to provide for a later firing of this 
transistor (in relation to the time of the triggering pulses) 
at each step of the sweep.

The voltage at the cathode of V6473 varies from approxi
mately zero to +50 volts from one end of the sweep to the 
other. The Zener diode, D6472, maintains a 25-volt drop 
across itself so that the sweep seen at the TO EXT. HORiZ. 
connector progresses from approximately —25 volts to +25 
volts in relation to ground. As the sweep voltage reaches 
+25 volts, V6453B conducts heavily enough to bring its 
cathode, and hence the grid of V6445A, sufficiently posi
tive to cause V6445A to conduct. As V6445A conducts, its 
plate voltage drops. This voltage drop is coupled to the 
grid of V6445B, and V6445B cuts off. The plate voltage of 
V6445B rises, allowing the Disconnect Diode V6452B to con
duct, causing the cathode follower V6473 to cut off. Then 
C6460 discharges until V6452A and V6473 come into conduc
tion; this completes a dc feedback loop, setting the sweep 
starting potential.

The setting of the SAMPLES/DISPLAY switch determines 
the size of the sweep steps, thereby setting the number of

steps required to carry the sweep through its entire 50-volt 
range.

During the sweep time, the hold-off capacitor C6457 is 
charged positively due to the cathode-follower action of 
V6453B. As the sweep ends and the grid of V6453B drops 
negatively, C6457 discharges through the —-150-volt supply 
and R6457. Since the grid of V6445A is tied to the cathode 
of V6453B, the relatively slow discharge of C6457 holds the 
grid of V6445A far enough positive to prohibit incoming 
trigger pulses from triggering the Reset Multivibrator again 
until the rest of the circuit has had a chance to return to its 
quiescent condition. After C6457 has discharged sufficiently 
to allow the cathode of V6453B to return to its normal quies
cent voltage, then the next incoming negative trigger at the 
grid of V6445A will again trip the Reset Multivibrator and 
start the next sweep. The total hold-off time is about 200 
microseconds.

Another action results as V6445A comes back into con
duction and V6445B cuts off at the end of the sweep. The 
common cathode connection of V6445A and V6445B drops 
negatively due to the decrease in current through R6446. This 
negative drop in voltage is coupled through C6476 to the 
base of Q6444. Q6444 inverts the signal and applies it to 
the TO EXT. HORIZ. connector. This causes the trace to be 
moved off to the right of the screen to prevent the random 
appearance of any spot on the screen due to cathode un
blanking during retrace time. Then at the start of the next 
sweep the multivibrator cathode again goes positive, cut
ting off V6444 and permitting the cathode potential of 
V6473 to again control the spot. At this time the sweep 
circuit is completely reset, and the beam is moved to the 
left side of the screen within about five microseconds, too 
quickly for a crt unblanking pulse to occur before it gets 
back.

POWER SUPPLY

The two power supply circuits are virtually identical ex
cept for polarity of output. Both are series regulated and 
use the oscilloscope +100-voit supply as a reference.

To examine the operation of the +20 volt supply regula
tion circuit, assume that the load on the supply increases 
such that more current is required. The initial effect is to 
drop the voltage level at the emitter of Q6484. The base of 
Q6484 is held at +20 volts by the voltage divider R6482- 
R6483 connected between the reference (+100 volts) and 
ground. With the emitter negative with respect to the base, 
Q6484 conducts less current. This reduces the drop across 
R6484 and results in a more negative voltage at the base 
of Q6483. Q6483 conducts more heavily, causing a larger

drop across R6486. This places a more negative voltage at 
the base of Q6487. The internal impedance of Q6487 is 
thereby reduced, and more current flows through it to the
load.

If the load decreases, such that less current is required, 
the effects throughout the supply are just the opposite. The 
result is that the internal impedance of Q6487 is increased 
and less current is supplied to the load.

In the —20 volt supply, the action is the same except 
that variations in the output are applied to the base of 
Q6494, rather than the emitter. R6495 and C6495 are placed 
in the —20 volt supply to dampen out a tendency for that 
supply to ring at certain frequencies.
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MAINTENANCE

Visual Inspection

You snould visually inspect the Type N Sampling Plug- 
In Unit periodically for possible circuit defects. These de
fects may include such things as loose or broken connections, 
damaged binding posts, improperly seated tubes, scorched 
wires or resistors, or broken terminal pins. For most visual 
troubles the remedy is apparent; however, particular care 
must be taken when heat-damaged components are defect
ed. Overheating of parts is often the result of other, less 
apparent, defects in the circuit. It is essential that you deter
mine the cause of overheating before replacing heat-dam
aged parts in order to prevent further damage.

MAINTENANCE

Recalibration

The Type N Sampling Plug-In Unit is a stable instrument 
and should provide many hours of trouble-free operation. 
However, to insure the reliability of measurements obtained 
with the Type N Unit, we suggest its calibration be checked 
after each 500 hours of operation (or every six months if 
it is used intermittently). A check of the calibration also 
provides a means for checking the operation of each 
circuit. Minor operational deficiencies that are not apparent 
in normal use are often detected during a calibration check. 
A complete step-by-step procedure for checking the cali
bration of the instrument is included in the Calibration Pro
cedure of this manual.

REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT OF PARTS

General information

Procedures required for replacement of the parts in the 
Type N Sampling Plug-In Unit are obvious. Detailed instru- 
tions for their removal are therefore not required. Because of 
the nature of the instrument, replacement of certain parts 
will require that you calibrate portions of the instrument 
to insure proper operation. Refer to the Calibration Pro
cedure section of this manual.

Tube Replacement

Care should be taken both in preventive and corrective 
maintenance that tubes are not replaced unless they are 
actually causing a trouble. Many times during routine main
tenance it will be necessary for you to remove tubes from 
their sockets. It is important that these tubes be returned to 
the same sockets unless they are actually defective. Un
necessary replacement or switching of tubes will many times 
necessitate recalibration of the instrument. If tubes do re
quire replacement, it is recommended that they be replaced 
with previously checked high-quality tubes.

Soldering Precautions
In the production of Tektronix instruments a special 

silver-bearing solder is used to establish a bond to the cer
amic terminal strips. This bond may be broken by repeated 
use of ordinary tin-lead solder, or by excessive heating of 
the terminal strip with a soldering iron. However, occasion
al use of ordinary solder will not break the bond if too 
much heat is not applied.

In those shops responsible for the maintenance of several 
Tektronix instruments it is advisable to have a stock of 
solder containing about 3% silver. This type of solder is 
used frequently in printed-circuit work and is generally avail
able locally. It can also be purchased from Tektronix in 
one-pound rolls; order by part number 251-514.

Due to the wide-band requirements of the Type N Unit, 
many of the parts are soldered in place with very short 
leads. The proper technique for soldering and unsoldering 
short-lead components requires: (1) the use of needle nose 
pliers between the soldering point and the component to act 
as a heat shunt; (2) the use of a very hot iron for a short 
time; and (3) careful manipulation, because many of the 
small components have weak leads.

REPLACEMENT PARTS

Standard Parts

Replacement parts can be obtained from Tektronix at 
current net prices. However, since most of the components

are standard parts they can usually be purchased locally. 
Before ordering or purchasing parts, be sure to consult 
the Parts List to determine the tolerances required. The 
Parts List gives the value, tolerance, rating and Tektronix 
part number for all components used in the instrument.
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Tektronix-Manufactured Parts

Tektronix manufactures almost all of the mechanical parts, 
and some of the electronic components, used in your instru
ment. When ordering mechanical parts, be sure to describe 
the part completely to prevent delays in filling your order.

The Tektronix-manufactured electronic components are 
so noted in the parts list. These parts and all mechanical 
parts must be ordered directly from Tektronix since they 
will normally be impossible to obtain from other sources. 
All parts may be obtained directly from the factory or from 
the local Tektronix field office.

Parts Ordering information

Each component in this instrument has a six-digit Tek
tronix part number. This number, together with a description 
of the part, will be found in the Parts List. To expedite fill
ing your order be sure to include the following information 
when ordering parts:

1. A description of the part.

2. The part number.

3. The instrument type and serial number.

For example, a certain diode should be ordered as fol
lows: D6491, 100 p.i.v., 400 ma, part number 152-009 for
Type N Sampling Plug-In Unit, Serial Num ber__________
When parts are ordered in this manner we are able to fill 
the order promptly and delays that might result from trans
posed digits in the port number are avoided.

NOTE

Always include the instrument TYPE and SERIAL 
NUMBER in any correspondence concerning this 
instrument.

Since the production of this instrument some of the com
ponents may have been superseded with newer, improved 
components. If we receive an order for a component that 
has been superseded by a newer one, the new one wifi be 
shipped in place of the original. All Tektronix field offices 
have knowledge of these changes, and your local Field En
gineer may call you if a change in your purchase order is 
necessary.

Replacement information notes sometimes accompany the 
new components to aid in their installation.

TROUBLESHOOTING

General Information

This section of the manual contains information for trouble
shooting the Type N Sampling Plug-In Unit. This information 
can be used, when trouble exists, to help in isolating the de
fective circuit stage.

Before attempting to troubleshoot the instrument, make 
sure that any apparent trouble is actually due to a malfun
ction within the plug-in, and not to improper control settings 
or to a circuit failure in the equipment under test.

Any defect that may be apparent in the crt display of an 
oscilloscope (or the absence of a display) may be due to 
a malfunction in either the plug-in or the oscilloscope it
self. The faulty unit can readily be determined by inserting 
another plug-in unit, known to be in operating condition, in
to the oscilloscope and checking the results. If the trouble is 
still apparent, it can be assumed that the original plug-in 
unit is not at fault, and the circuit failure lies somewhere 
within the oscilloscope. However, should the trouble appear 
to have been corrected, it is almost a certainty that the de
fect lies within the plug-in unit itself.

Some apparent troubles in the Type N Unit may be due to 
improper calibration of one or more of the circuits. Instruc
tions for checking the calibration adjustments are included 
in the Calibration section of this manual. In the follow
ing troubleshooting procedures, it is assumed that the oscil
loscope is operating correctly and is properly calibrated.

Schematic diagrams are contained in the Parts List and 
Schematic Diagrams booklet used in conjunction with this 

* manual. In addition, a block diagram provides an overall 
picture of instrument operation. The reference designation 
of each electronic component in the instrument is shown in 
the circuit diagram.

The material which follows contains information for trouble
shooting each circuit for trouble which may be caused by

a defect in the circuit. The techniques described will assist 
is isolating a fault to a given stage or circuit. Once the 
faulty circuit is known, the particular component or com
ponents causing the trouble can be located by voltage and 
resistance measurements or by substitution.

Due to circuit configurations used in the Type N Sampling 
Plug-In Unit, it is possible for incorrect power supply voltage 
to affect one circuit more than others. For this reason, power 
supply voltages (+20 volts and —20 volts) should be check
ed first whenever any type of trouble occur wjthin the instru
ment. Both the +20- and —20-volt supplies are referenced 
to the oscilloscope 100-volt supply, so it is well to verify 
that the oscilloscope 100-volt supply is operating properly 
before troubleshooting the Type N Unit power supplies.

Tube or transistor failure is the most prevalent cause of 
circuit failure. Before replacing a tube or transistor, how
ever, make a complete visual inspection of the suspected 
circuit or channel to see that associated components have 
not been damaged. Shorted tubes will sometimes overload 
and damage plate-load and cathode resistors. A visual in
spection may also reveal other types of component damage 
such as broken connections, terminal strips, and switch 
wofers. These improper circuit conditions could cause dam
age to a new transistor.

Troubleshooting Test Setup

The following test setup should be used when trouble
shooting the Type N Unit: With the Type N Unit inserted m 
an oscilloscope, connect the horizontal amplifier cable from 
the TO EXT. HORIZ. connector on the plug-in to the ex
ternal horizontal input connector on the oscilloscope, and 
the cathode unblanking cable from the TO CRT CATHODE 
connector on the plug-in to the crt cathode connectors on the 
back of the oscilloscope.
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NOTE

If there is a CRT CATHODE SELECTOR switch on 
the oscilloscope, it should be placed in the EX
TERNAL CRT CATHODE position before the cable 
is connected. Also the ground strap should be re
moved from the crt cathode connector.

Connect the 50-ohm termination cable shown in Fig. 6-2 
to the SIGNAL INPUT connector on the Type N Unit. Set 
the TRIGGER SENSITIVITY control to the FREE RUN position. 
Turn the oscilloscope on and allow it to warm up for at 
least one minute before making any measurements.

For ease in troubleshooting, a plug-in extension may be 
used to allow the oscilloscope to be operated with the plug
in partially or completely out of its housing. (See Acces
sories Section.)

A Tektronix Type 540-Series Oscilloscope with a Type L 
Plug-In Unit was used in obtaining the waveforms shown in 
this section. It is suggested that this type of oscilloscope, or 
its equivalent, be used for troubleshooting the Type N Unit.

No Spot or Trace

A horizontal trace (made up of dots) should appear on 
the crt when the TRIGGER SENSITIVITY control is turned 
to the FREE RUN position and the VERTICAL POSITION and 
HORIZONTAL POSITION controls are properly adjusted. 
If there is no display on the crt or if only a spot appears 
the first step should be to check the output waveforms of 
the Pulse Generation Channels at the points shown in Fig. 
5-1. The waveforms should appear similar to the samples 
shown.

If the trouble is found to be in the Pulse Generation 
Channel, checking of the waveform at the points shown in 
Fig. 5-2 should help to isolate the circuit in which the trou
ble exists. If a trouble appears to exist the Trigger Re
generator, this can be verified by applying an externally 
regenerated trigger from some device such as the Tek
tronix Type 110 Pulse Generator and Trigger Takeoff System 
to the REGENERATED TRIGGER INPUT connector, and again 
checking the waveforms at the points shown in Fig. 5-1. It 
should be noted that a trouble in the Comparator circuit
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could be due to a malfunction of the Bootstrap Emitter 
Follower.

it ail of the Pulse Generation Chorine! output waveforms 
appear normal, then the trouble is in either the Vertical 
Channel or the Horizontal Channel. It there is a spot on the 
screen, then the trouble is in the Horizontal Channel. If 
there is no display on the screen, but a trace can be ot>- 
talned by turning the INTENSITY control fully ciockvyise and 
adjusting the VERTICAL PCS. LIMIT control, then the :roub!e- 
:$ :Vi the Vertical Charmer, if a display cannot be obtained 
regardless of the settings of the INTENSITY and VERTICAL 
POS, LIMIT controls, then the trouble is probably :n the 
dr; portions or the Vertical Channel output circuitry. This 
cor- be checked quickly by measuring the voltages at pins 
'! orsd 3 of rise plug-in connector. The voltage at ruin ’ 
should be approximately •<• 67 volts; the voltage of pm 3 
should vary from about -+-67 to -f-70 volts as the VERTICAL 
EOS. LIMIT control is turned through Its entire range.

Procedures for' troubleshooting the Horizontal Channel 
end the resi of the Vertical Channel follow.

The first step in troubleshooting the Horizontal Channel 
(after visually checking the heater glow, loose leads, Broken
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.switches, etc.! should be a check of the waveforms at the 
inputs to trie Reset Multivibrator (pin 2 of V6445I and to 
the Charging Diodes -cathode circuit of V6462J. At both 
of these points fheie should be a series of sharp negative 
pulses approximately 10 microseconds apart. If either of 
these inputs is missing, and oil outputs of the Pulse Gener
ation Channel are- normal, the trouble exists in the coupling 
between the Pulse Generation Channel and the points tested.

If both of the input waveforms ore present, the next step 
should be to measure the plate voltage of the Miller In 
regrator Tube, V646I. Outing normal operation the plots 
voltage of this tube Is approximately 70 f© 75 volts Usually 
when the Horizontal Channel is not operating properly, the 
plate voltage of V6461 is either about SO volts or over 200 
volts, depending upon whether or not the tube is conducting.

If the voltage a! the plate of V6461 is approximately 
50 volts, the tube is conducting. This means that its grid 
Is being held near ground, probably by conduction of 
V64528. Measure the voltage at the plate of V6452B (pin 2j. 
if this voltage is negative with respect to ground by 10 volts 
ot more, then V6452B is not concluding and the trouble is 
in the grid circuit of V6461, probably in '76462 or D6462.
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NOTE

If there is a CRT CATHODE SELECTOR switch on 
the oscilloscope, it should be placed in the EX
TERNAL CRT CATHODE position before the cable 
is connected. Also the ground strap should be re
moved from the crt cathode connector.

Connect the 50-ohm termination cable shown in Fig. 6-2 
to the SIGNAL INPUT connector on the Type N Unit. Set 
the TRIGGER SENSITIVITY control to the FREE RUN position. 
Turn the oscilloscope on and allow it to warm up for at 
least one minute before making any measurements.

For ease in troubleshooting, a plug-in extension may be 
used to allow the oscilloscope to be operated with the plug
in partially or completely out of its housing. (See Acces
sories Section.)

A Tektronix Type 540-Series Oscilloscope with a Type L 
p|ug-ln Unit was used in obtaining the waveforms shown in 
^ js  section. It is suggested that this type of oscilloscope, or 
jfS equivalent, be used for troubleshooting the Type N Unit.

No Spot or Trace

A horizontal trace (made up of dots) should appear on 
the crt when the TRIGGER SENSITIVITY control is turned 
to the FREE RUN position and the VERTICAL POSITION and 
HORIZONTAL POSITION controls are properly adjusted. 
If there is no display on the crt or if only a spot appears 
the first step should be to check the output waveforms of 
the Pulse Generation Channels at the points shown in Fig. 
5-1. The waveforms should appear similar to the samples 
shown.

If the trouble is found to be in the Pulse Generation 
Channel, checking of the waveform at the points shown in 
Fig. 5-2 should help to isolate the circuit in which the trou
ble exists. If a trouble appears to exist the Trigger Re
generator, this can be verified by applying an externally 
regenerated trigger from some device such as the Tek
tronix Type 110 Pulse Generator and Trigger Takeoff System 
to the REGENERATED TRIGGER INPUT connector, and again 
checking the waveforms at the points shown in Fig. 5-1. It 
should be noted that a trouble in the Comparator circuit
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Fig. 5-2. Pulse Generator internal waveforms.

could be due to a malfunction of the Bootstrap Emitter 
Follower.

it all of the Pulse Generation Channel output waveforms 
appear normal, then the trouble is in either the Vertical 
Channel or the Horizontal Channel. If there is a spot on the 
screen, then the trouble is in the Horizontal Channel. If 
there is no display on the screen, but a trace can be ob
tained by turning the INTENSITY control fully clockwise and 
adjusting the VERTICAL POS. LIMIT control, then the trouble 
is in the Vertical Channel, if a display cannot be obtained 
regardless of the settings of the INTENSITY and VERTICAL 
POS. LIMIT controls, then the trouble is probably in the 
dc portions of the Verticol Channel output circuitry. This 
can be checked quickly by measuring the voltages at pins 
I and 3 of the plug-in connector. The voltage at pin 1 
should be approximately +67 volts; the voltage at pin 3 
should vary from about +67 to +70 volts as the VERTICAL 
POS. LIMIT control is turned through its entire range.

Procedures for troubleshooting the Horizontal Channel 
and the rest of the Vertical Channei follow.

The first step in troubleshooting the Horizontal Channel 
{after visually checking the heater glow, loose leads, broken

switches, etc.) should be a check of the waveforms at the 
inputs to the Reset Multivibrator {pin 2 of V6445) and to 
the Charging Diodes (cathode circuit of V6462). At both 
of these points there should be a series of sharp negative 
pulses approximately 10 microseconds apart. If either of 
these inputs is missing, and all outputs of the Pulse Gener
ation Channel are normal, the trouble exists in the coupling 
between the Pulse Generation Channel and the points tested.

If both of the input waveforms are present, the next step 
should be to measure the plate voltage of the Miller In
tegrator Tube, V6461. During normal operation the plate 
voltage of this lube is approximately 70 to 75 volts. Usually 
when the Horizontal Channel is not operating properly, the 
plate voltage of V6461 is either about 50 volts or over 200 
volts, depending upon whether or not the tube is conducting.

If the voltage at the plate of V6461 is approximately 
50 volts, the tube is conducting. This means that its grid 
is being held near ground, probably by conduction of 
V6452B. Measure the voltage at the plate of V6452B (pin 2). 
If this voltage is negative with respect to ground by 10 volts 
or more, then V6452B is not conducting and the trouble is 
in the grid circuit of V6461, probably in V6462 or D6462.
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If the voltage at the plate of V6452B is near ground (± 2  
volts), measure the voltage at the plate of V644SB. If it is 
at —10 volts or below, the trouble exists in the Reset Ca
thode Follower circuit. If the plate voltage of V6445B is 
within about 2 volts of ground, measure the voltage at the 
the grid of V6445A. If it is in the vicinity of —90 volts or 
lower, then the trouble lies within the multivibrator. If the 
voltage at the grid of Y6445A is —75 volts or higher (more 
positive), measure the voltage at the grid of V6453B. This 
voltage should be within a few volts of that measured of the 
grid of ¥6445A. If if is not, then the trouble is within the 
Hold-Off Circuit. If the voltage at the grid of ¥64538 is 
approximately the same os that measured at the grid of 
V6445A, then the trouble lies in the Runup Cathode Fol
lower circuit or the Sweep Length divider network.

If the plate of ¥6461 is of 4-200 volts or more, the tube 
is cut off. If this is the cose, momentarily ground the god 
of the tube. If the tube is good, the plate voltage should 
drop to a lower value. probably between 0 and 4-50 volts. 
If ¥6461 Is found to be good, measure the voltage at the 
plate of ¥64528, It should be about —15 volts. II if is 
nob then hie trouble is probably an open ¥64528, If the
plate voltage of ¥64528 Is about ...15 volts, measure the
vobagc at the plate of V6445B, If if 1$ of about ground 
level, then the trouble exists in the Reset Cathode Follower 
circuit. If the plate voltage of ¥64458 is about —12 volts, 
rneosure the voltage at the grid of V6445A. If if is in the 
vicinity of —50 volts or higher, then the trouble is within the

multivibrator. If the voltage of the grid of V6445A is —75 
volts or lower, then the multivibrator is apparently not at 
fault and you should measure the voltage at the grid of 
¥64538. If should be within o few volts of the voltage 
measured at the grid of Y6445A. If it is not, then the trouble 
exists in the Hold-Off Circuit, If the voltage at the grid 
of ¥64538 is within a few volts of that measured at the grid 
of ¥6445A, then the trouble exists m the Runup Cathode 
Follower circuit or the Sweep Length divider network.

Troubleshooting the Vertical Channel may be accomplished 
by tracing the sampling pulse through each stage with o 
test oscilloscope. Test points ore shawm in Fig, 5-3, Ap
proximate waveforms which should be present at each of 
these test paints are shown m Fig, 5-4,

Rotation of the VERTICAL POSITION control varies the 
amplitude of the sampling pulse In the Vertical Channel, In 
order to obtain the waveforms of the amplitude shown, set 
the VERTICAL POSITION contra! so that the waveform of 
the emitter of G5493 fIf present) has an amplitude of ap
proximately 250 millivolts.

Shortened Sweep

If the sweep on the erf has shortened to about half its 
normal length, this is probably due to an open D6472. This 
con be verified by checking the waveform at the cathode of
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If the voltage at the plate of V6452B is near ground (± 2  
volts), measure the voltage at the plate of V6445B. If it is 
at —10 volts or below, the trouble exists in the Reset Ca
thode Follower circuit. If the plate voltage of V6445B is 
within about 2 volts of ground, measure the voltage at the 
the grid of V6445A. If it is in the vicinity of —90 volts or 
lower, then the trouble lies within the multivibrator. If the 
voltage at the grid of V6445A is —75 volts or higher (more 
positive), measure the voltage at the grid of V6453B. This 
voltage should be within a few volts of that measured at the 
grid of V6445A. If it is not, then the trouble is within the 
Hold-Off Circuit. If the voltage at the grid of V6453B is 
approximately the same as that measured at the grid of 
V6445A, then the trouble lies in the Runup Cathode Fol
lower circuit or the Sweep Length divider network.

If the plate of V6461 is at +200 volts or more, the tube 
is cut off. If this is the case, momentarily ground the grid 
of the tube. If the tube is good, the plate voltage should 
drop to a lower value, probably between 0 and +50 volts. 
If V6461 is found to be good, measure the voltage at the 
plate of V6452B. It should be about —15 volts. If it is 
not, then the trouble is probably an open V6452B. If the 
plate voltage of V6452B is about —15 volts, measure the 
voltage at the plate of V6445B. If it is at about ground 
level, then the trouble exists in the Reset Cathode Follower 
circuit. If the plate voltage of V6445B is about —12 volts, 
measure the voltage at the grid of V6445A. If it is in the 
vicinity of —50 volts or higher, then the trouble is within the

multivibrator. If the voltage at the grid of V6445A is —75 
volts or lower, then the multivibrator is apparently not at 
fault and you should measure the voltage at the grid of 
V6453B. It should be within a few volts of the voltage 
measured at the grid of V6445A. If it is not, then the trouble 
exists in the Hold-Off Circuit. If the voltage at the grid 
of V6453B is within a few volts of that measured at the grid 
of V6445A, then the trouble exists in the Runup Cathode 
Follower circuit or the Sweep Length divider network.

Troubleshooting the Vertical Channel may be accomplished 
by tracing the sampling pulse through each stage with a 
test oscilloscope. Test points are shown in Fig. 5-3. Ap
proximate waveforms which should be present at each of 
these test points are shown in Fig. 5-4.

Rotation of the VERTICAL POSITION control varies the 
amplitude of the sampling pulse in the Vertical Channel. In 
order to obtain the waveforms of the amplitude shown, set 
the VERTICAL POSITION control so that the waveform at 
the emitter of Q5493 (if present) has an amplitude of ap
proximately 250 millivolts.

Shortened Sweep

If the sweep on the crt has shortened to about half its 
normal length, this is probably due to an open D6473. This 
can be verified by checking the waveform at the cathode of

COLLECTOR
<36414

PINS 1 * 2  
V6432

COLLECTOR
06424

COLLECTOR
QS494

EMITTER
Q5493

EMITTER 
05444 

(Avalanche 
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Fig. 5-3. Vertical Channel test points.
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Fig. 5-5. Waveforms at Cathode of V6473 (SAMPLES/DISPLAY 
switch at 50).

V6473. If the waveform is similar to that shown in Fig. 5-5, 
then D6473 has opened up.

Abnormally Long Sweep

If the sweep has unaccountably lengthened out to about 
twice its normal length and the SWP adjustment and the 
DOTS adjustment must be turned to the extreme end of 
their ranges to bring the sweep back into calibration, V6452A 
is probably open. To verify this, check the waveform at the 
cathode of V6473. If it appears normal except that it has an 
amplitude of 80 to 90 volts, then V6452A is faulty

Stationary Bright Spot Somewhere on the Trace.

The Retrace Offset Amplifier Q6444 moves the spot off 
the right hand side of the screen during the holdoff time 
of the sweep. If a stationary bright spot appears somewhere 
within the trace on the screen, this means that the Retrace 
Offset Amplifier is not operating properly. The waveform 
at the TO EXT. HORIZ. connector should be similar to the 
one shown in Fig. 5-6.

If, when a pulse is applied to the Type N Unit, the verti
cal sensitivity is found to be less than the specified 10 mil
livolts per centimeter of deflection, check the waveforms 
shown in Fig. 5-4, noting especially the amplitude at each 
stage. This should enable you to isolate the stage in which 
the loss in amplitude is occuring.

Dots Appear As Vertical Lines

If the dots on the screen appear as short vertical lines, first 
try to correct this by adjusting the FOCUS and ASTIGMA
TISM controls. If this fails to correct the trouble, check to 
see if the length of the vertical lines varies with the setting 
of the VERTICAL POSITION control. If it does, then there 
is a trouble in the Memory Circuit of the Vertical Channel 
which has reduced the discharge time constant of C6435 
and C6436. If the length of the vertical lines does not vary 
with the setting of the VERTICAL POSITION control, then the 
crt unblanking pulse from the Pulse Generation Channel is 
not correct. This can be verified by checking the waveform 
at the lower end of T5460 as shown in Fig. 5-1.

Fig. 5-6. Waveform at TO EXT. HORIZ. connector iSAMPLES/DIS- 
PLAY twitch at 50).
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CALIBRATION
PROCEDURE

INTRODUCTION

The procedure contained in this section is provided to 
enable you to calibrate and check the operation of the Type 
N Sampling Plug-In Unit. In addition, this section may be 
used to isolate troubles occurring within the unit.

Apparent troubles in the unit are often the result of im
proper calibration of one or more circuits. Consequently, 
calibration checks should be an integral part of any trouble
shooting procedure. Abnormal indications occurring during 
the calibration checks will often aid in isolating troubles to 
a definite circuit or stage.

In the instructions that follow, the steps are arranged in 
proper sequence for a complete calibration of the instru
ment. Each numbered step contains the information re
quired to make one check, one adjustment, or a series of 
related adjustments or checks. The steps are arranged so 
that unnecessary repetition of certain checks is avoided. In 
order to identify the two oscilloscopes used to perform 
the calibration steps, the test oscilloscope is referred to as 
“ test oscilloscope", and the oscilloscope with the Type N 
Unit is colled "oscilloscope” . Whenever possible, the set

tings of the test oscilloscope controls are given in a separate 
paragraph for easy identification.

In each calibration step only the required information is 
given. Detailed instructions pertaining to normal operation 
of the instrument are not included. If you are in doubt as 
to the proper operation of the controls, refer to the Opera
ting Instructions.

Controls not mentioned in a particular calibration step 
are assumed to be in the positions they were in during the 
previous step. All test equipment used in any particular 
step should remain connected at the end of that step unless 
you are otherwise instructed.

If you suspect that the unit is out of calibration, but you 
are not aware of which particular adjustment will correct 
the difficulty, it is usually best to run through the entire 
calibration procedure. In this way you can be certain that 
the unit is properly calibrated without resorting to a method 
of random experimentation.

The location of each test point and internal adjustment 
is shown in Figures 6-3 and 6-4 of the section.

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

The following equipment or its equivalent is required 
to perform a complete calibration of the Type N Samp
ling Plug-In Unit.

(1) Test Oscilloscope, Tektronix Type 540 Series with Type 
L Plug-In Unit and 10X probe or equivalent. The fol
lowing specifications are required-, bandpass, dc to 30 
me,- vertical deflection factors, .005 to 20 volts/cm.

(2) Tektronix Type 110 Pulse Generator and Trigger Take
off System, or Tektronix Type 111 Pre-Trigger Pulse Gen
erator or equivalent having the following specifications: 
a pulse risetime of .3 nsec or less, a pulse width of ap
proximately 40 nsec, an output impedance of 50 SI, a 
pulse repetition rate equal to or greater than 700 cps, 
and a + 1 0-volt regenerated trigger, 200 nsec wide.

(3) Tektronix Type 113 Delay-Cable Unit or equivalent to 
provide 60 nsec of delay time. Risetime of the delay

cable should be -0.1 nsec. (Not needed with Tye 111 
Pre-Trigger Pulse Generator).

(4) Tektronix 1, 5,10 and 20 nsec/cycle "ring box.”

(5) VTVM (preferred) or a 20,000 IT/volt dc voltmeter.

(6) The following coaxial cables are required:

(a) Two 2-nsec cables.
(b) One 5-nsec cable.
(c) Two 10-nsec cables.
(d) One 20-nsec cable.
(e) One unblanking cable.
(f) One external horizontal cable.

(7) 100-mv Calibrator 50 f i Adapter for the Type N Unit to 
provide a properly terminated 100 mv signal from the 
square-wave calibrator (or construct unit shown in Fig. 
6- 1).
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100S1

A A /V —

1Q0- V v  
SIGNAL 

IN

25 K

- v w -

A W
1000

V  100- M V  
7  SIGNAL 

OUT

Fig. 6-1. 100 MV Calibrator 50 Q Adapter circuit.

{8} The following 50 f i attenuator pads are required:

(a) One 5 X attenuator.
(b) One 10 X attenuator.

(9) One terminated pigtail (50 f i impedance) made up of 
following parts; one 8-inch RG-58A/U cable; one GR

(General-Radio) 50-ohm connector; two 100 f i  y2-w re
sistors. Assemble according to circuit shown in Fig. 6-2.

(10) Two Test Leads, 18" long.
(11) Capacitor, .001 /tf.
(12) Insulated alignment tool, i y 2-inch shank, Tektronix Part 

Number 003-000

GR 50-OHM
CONNECTOR RG-58A/U CABLE

I00S?

100S?

LENGTH 8 " '

Fig. 6-2. 50 St terminated cable circuit.

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE

CAUTION— When connecting test equipment to 
the test points indicated in this procedure, be 
careful not to short the test leads to nearby w ir
ing. The transistors and the other components 
can be easily damaged.

T. Oscilloscope DC Power Supplies
The —-150-, +100-, +225-, and +350-volt oscilloscope 

power supplies are checked to insure that proper dc operat

ing voltages are supplied to the Type N Unit. If the power 
supply voltages are measured in the N Unit, the reading will 
be lower than the voltages stated above due to the de
coupling circuits which are connected in series with the unit. 
The exact readings are given at the last part of this step.

To measure the power supply voltages, first remove the 
left side cover from the oscilloscope. Next, insert the Type 
N Unit into the vertical plug-in compartment of the oscil
loscope.
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Calibration Procedure — Typo N

Connect the cable from the TO EXT. HORIZ. connector 
to the oscilloscope External Horizontal Input connector. 
Disconnect the ground strap from the CRT CATHODE con
nector at the rear of the oscilloscope. Connect the un- 
blanking transformer cable to the CRT CATHODE and 
GROUND connectors. If the oscilloscope has a CRT CATH
ODE SELECTOR switch, place it in the EXTERNAL CRT 
CATHODE position. Place the AMPLITUDE (or SQUARE- 
WAVE) CALIBRATOR switch at 1 volt and connect a test 
lead from the CAL. OUT connector through the .001 jw.f 
capacitor to the Type N TRIGGER INPUT connector. (Al
ternatively, you can connect a regenerated trigger from 
the Type 110 or a pretrigger from the Type 111, or equi
valent, through a 10-nsec cable to the REGENERATED 
TRIGGER INPUT connector.) Connect the pigtail, shown in 
Fig. 6-2, to the SIGNAL INPUT connector on the Type N 
to provide a working load. Rotate the TRIGGER SENSITIVITY 
control fully clockwise. Connect the oscilloscope to a line 
source of 105 to 125 VAC if the oscilloscope is wired for 
117-volt operation (210-250 VAC if wired for 234-volt oper
ation). Turn on the oscilloscope power switch. After allow
ing time for the delay relay to energize, connect the dc 
voltmeter successively to the —150-, +  100-, +225-, and 
+ 350-volt test points shown in Fig. 6-3. Be sure your volt
meter is accurate. The readings should be as follows: 
- 1 46.2 volts (r±2%), +98.8 volts (±3% ), +224 volts 
(±3% ), and +349.6 volts (±3% ) respectively. Disconnect 
the voltmeter leads.

2. N-Unit 20*Volf Power Supplies

The purpose of this step is to measure the output and 
ripple voltages of the +20-volt and -20-vo lt dc supplies.

Note: The accuracy of the 20-volt supplies in 
the Type N Unit depends on the accuracy o f 
the +  100-volt supply in the oscilloscope. Be 
sure the latter supply is within tolerance; see 
Step 1.

Rotate the TRIGGER SENSITIVITY control fully counter
clockwise. Connect the dc voltmeter to the +20- and —20- 
volt test points shown in Fig. 6-3. The voltage reading 
should be +20 volts (dt2 volts) and —20 volts (± 2  volts), 
respectively. Disconnect the voltmeter.

Set the oscilloscope trigger controls so the internal sweep 
circuits are not running. Use the test oscilloscope and probe 
to measure the amount of ripple present at the 20-volt test 
points shown in Fig. 6-3. Typical ripple amplitude is less 
than 10 mv. Disconnect the probe.

3. Free-Running Operation

Set the HORIZONTAL DISPLAY switch on the oscilloscope 
to the external-horizontal position (EXT.,.EXT. HORIZ., EXT. 
SWEEP, etc., depending on instrument) and set the external- 
horizontal attenuator switch to the X I0 or 10 volts/cm posi
tion (switch nomenclature will vary with instrument types). 
Set the following controls on the test oscilloscope: tlM E/ 
CM to 10 /xSEC, vertical VOLTS/CM to .2, and the vertical 
input selector (coupling) to AC.

Rotate the TRIGGER SENSITIVITY control fully clockwise. 
Check to see that the trace is displayed on the screen. Con
nect the probe of the test oscilloscope to the junction of 
R5440 and C5441 (Fig. 6-3). Adjust the test oscilloscope 
triggering controls for a stable display. If the frequency of

the waveform is not 100 kc nominal (one cycle per cm), ad
just the REP. RATE LIMIT control R5407 (Fig. 6-4) for the 
correct frequency. Disconnect the probe.

4. Horizontal Deflection Factor
The length of the horizontal sweep is set at 10 centimeters 

by means of the Sweep Length control R6474.
To make this adjustment disconnect the external hori

zontal cable from the oscilloscope External Horizontal In
put connector. Connect 50 volts of Calibrator signal to the 
External Horizontal Input connector. Check to see that the 
TRIGGER SENSITIVITY control is clockwise to free-run 
the sweep. Adjust the oscilloscope external-horizontal 
variable attenuation control so the horizontal deflection 
is exactly 10 cm. (The SLOPE toggle switch on the 
Type 535 and 545 oscilloscope must be in the — position 
for correct signal polarity.) The external-horizontal input 
variable attenuator control should be left in this position 
throughout the rest of the calibration procedure.

Disconnect the Calibrator signal from the External Hori
zontal Input Connector. Connect 1 volt of Calibrator signal 
to the TRIGGER INPUT connector on the Type N Unit 
through the .001-/tf capacitor. Reconnect the external hori
zontal cable to the oscilloscope External Horizontal Input 
connector. Place the SAMPLES/DISPLAY switch at 100. Ad
just the TRIGGER SENSITIVITY control to trigger (but not 
free run) the sweep. Set the SWP Length control (R6474) 
for a horizontal deflection of exactly 10 cm, and adjust 
the HORIZONTAL POSITIONING control to center the 
trace within the graticule.

5. Dots Adjustment
This adjustment determines the number of samples per 

display and is set to agree with the front-panel SAMPLES/ 
DISPLAY control setting.

To make this adjustment, first set the oscilloscope Exter
nal Horizontal Attenuator switch at XI (i.e., increase the 
sensitivity ten times to obtain a deflection factor of .5 volts/ 
cm.) Next, adjust the DOTS adjust control (R5467) to ob
tain one dot per centimeter. Return the external horizontal 
attenuator switch to the XI0 position.

6. Preset Avalanche Adjustment
The operation of the avalanche and comparator (fast ramp 

generator) circuits are checked first in this step before a 
final setting is made.

Set the test oscilloscope controls as follows: TRIGGER 
SLOPE switch at +EXT., TIME/CM switch at .5/u.SEC, verti
cal VOLTS/CM switch at 1, vertical input selector switch at 
DC.

Connect a test lead from the CAL. OUT connector to the 
test oscilloscope external Trigger Input connector. Connect 
the probe to the junction of R5446 and the SENS, control 
(R5447). Rotate the SENS, control fully counterclockwise 
(maximum resistance). Rotate the AVALANCHE SET control 
(R5442) fully counterclockwise and then slowly clockwise 
and stop just before the signal (sampling pulse) begins to 
free run. Free running is indicated by a self-initiated sweep 
that is not triggered by the trigger input signal. If the sig
nal does not free run, advance the SENS, control approxi
mately 30 degrees clockwise, or to obtain a stable pulse dis
play.

6-4
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CALIBRATE VERTICAL CHANNEL

7 . C5479 Adjustment

C5479 sets the amplitude of the avalanche sampling pulse 
applied to the input of the vertical amplifier channel.

Set the test-oscilloscope TIME/CM switch at .1, the VOLTS/ 
CM switch at .01 and the vertical input selector switch at 
X I0 GAIN AC.

NOTE
Rotate the VERTICAL POSITION control to the 
center o f its range and leave the control at this 
position through step 10.

Connect the probe to the junction of Q5493 emitter and 
C5490. Adjust the triggering controls on the test oscillo
scope to obtain a stable display. Rotate C5479 to obtain 
a 300-mv amplitude signal. Disconnect the probe.

8. Driver Adjustment

The DRIVER adjustment sets the bias on the driver tran
sistor Q6424.

To make this adjustment connect the dc voltmeter across 
Q6424 collector load resistor, R6429. Adjust the DRVR. 
control for a reading of 3 volts on the meter.

NOTE
The test oscilloscope may be used in place of the 
dc voltmeter to measure transistor operating vo lt
ages. The measurements can be made as follows: 
Free-run the sweep on the test oscilloscope. Set 
the test-oscilloscope vertical input selector switch 
to DC. Connect the probe to the collector supply 
voltage. Set the VOLTS/CM switch so that the 
voltage drop given in the calibration procedure 
can be easily measured. You may have to com
promise with this setting somewhat in order to 
be able to position the trace back on the screen. 
Connect the probe to the collector test point and 
measure the distance that the trace has moved 
from the former position. The voltage across the 
resistor is the product o f the vertical deflection in 
centimeters and the vertical deflection factor. 
Ignore the waveforms which may rise above the 
trace.

9. inverter Adjustment

The INVERTER adjustment sets the bias on the inverter 
transistor Q6414.

To make this adjustment connect the dc voltmeter between 
Q6414 collector and ground. Rotate the INV. control (R6414) 
counterclockwise to obtain a minimum reading on the meter. 
Then rotate the INV. control clockwise to increase the 
meter reading by 2 volts. If the meter now reads more 
than—5 volts, replace the inverter transistor and repeat 
this step.

10. Preliminary Clipper and Vertical Position 
Limit Adjustments

This step is performed to establish the dynamic opera
ting range of the clipper stage and to center the operating 
range of the vertical channel.

NOTE
Type 532 and Type 536 Oscilloscopes have g ra ti
cules w ith more than 6 vertical divisions. When 
setting the VERTICAL POS. LIMIT and CUP ad
just controls w ith these oscilloscopes, the “ to p " 
and the "bo ttom " o f the graticule are considered 
to be 3 divisions above and 3 divisions below 
the centerline, respectively.

To perform this step rotate the VERTICAL POS. LIMIT 
control (R6439) counterclockwise until the trace is at the 
bottom graticule line. Rotate the CUP adjust control (R6405) 
clockwise until the trace cannot be moved up any further. 
Rotate the VERTICAL POS. LIMIT control counterclockwise 
to keep the trace at the bottom of the screen. In a properly 
operating unit, the dots making up the trace will elongate 
vertically when the CLIP adjust control will not position 
the trace any higher on the screen. (This effect is due to 
the driver transistor, Q6424, charging the memory capaci
tors, C6435 and C6436, to the holdoff bias on the reset 
diode, V6432.) Set the saturated trace four centimeters 
above the bottom graticule line on the screen by means of 
the VERTICAL POS. LIMIT control. Rotate the CLIP adjust 
control counterclockwise to position an unsaturated trace 
4 centimeters below the saturated level. Reposition the un
saturated trace to the center of the graticule by means of 
the VERTICAL POS. LIMIT control. Disconnect the two test 
leads, the .001 -/if capacitor and the terminated pigtail.

11. Display linearity

The linearity of the display is checked when a signal 
such as that available from the Type 110 Pulse Generator 
and Trigger Takeoff System, or from the Type 111 Pre- 
Trigger Pulse Generator, is applied to the input of the Type 
N Unit. This step is also performed to aid you in checking 
the results of your previous adjustments.

Fig. 6-5 shows how the cable connections are mode when 
the Type 110 is used as a signal and trigger source. You 
will note that in this step a 20-nsec cable is connected from 
the 50 O CHG. LINE 1 connector to the 50 ft CHG. LINE 2 
connector; the 5X and 10X attenuator pads are connected 
in series at the output of the Type 113 in order to attenuate 
the signal produced by the Type 110. When using the 
Type 111 as a signal and trigger source, use appropriate 
attenuators to limit the signal being applied to the Type N 
Unit.

Set the Type 110 Pulse Amplitude controls to provide 
pulses 0.5 volt in amplitude. Set the Type 110 Trigger 
Takeoff controls so that one 10X amplifier is switched in 
and the attenuators are switched out of the circuit. At the 
output of the 10X amplifier, a 1-volt triggering signal will 
be coupled directly to the trigger regenerator. Rotate the
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CABLE

Fig. 6-5. Cable connections required to calibrate the Type N Unit when the Type 
110 Pulse Generator and Trigger Takeoff System is used.

Type N TRIGGER SENSITIVITY control fully counterclock
wise. Set the Type 110 TRIGGER SENSITIVITY control for 
triggered operation of the Type N Unit. Adjust the VERTI
CAL POSITION and DELAY controls to display the pulse on 
the oscilloscope screen. Adjust the Type 110 AMPLITUDE 
control to produce a 1-cm high pulse on the screen. The 
signal should remain at this amplitude (±10% ) when posi
tioned vertically over the 6-cm range on the Type 530-series 
oscilloscope (center 6-cm or 6-div. range on a Type 532 or 
536 oscilloscope) when the sensitivity of the Type N Unit is 
correct (see step 15). The amplitude should remain within 
± 5 %  on a 4-cm high graticule (except for the Type 580- 
series oscilloscopes, which should be ±20% ) if the sensiti
vity of the Type N Unit is correct.

12. Final Adjustment of Avalanche Set and
Sensitivity

These adjustments are made to select an optimum balance 
between minimum delay time and noise of the avalanche 
generator.

Set the Type 110 Pulse Amplitude controls so that the 
output pulse amplitude is 2 volts. Set the Trigger Takeoff

controls so that the -=-3.16 attenuator is switched into the 
circuit. This causes a 1.3-volt triggering signal to be coupled 
to the trigger regenerator. Rotate the Type N TRIGGER 
SENSITIVITY control fully counterclockwise. Set the Type 
110 TRIGGER SENSITIVITY control for triggered operation 
of the Type N Unit. Adjust the VERTICAL POSITION and 
DELAY controls to display the pulse on the oscilloscope 
screen. Slowly rotate the AVALANCHE SET control in the 
direction that will cause the displayed pulse to move to the 
right as far as possible without introducing a large amount 
of noise. Next, rotate the SENS, control clockwise until 
the avalanche generator free runs (trace breaks up); then 
rotate the control counterclockwise to stop the free running 
and to move the displayed pulse as far to the right as pos
sible while retaining a minimum amount of noise.

Not all 2N636 transistors exhibit the same characteris
tics. If either the AVALANCHE SET or the SENS, control 
seems insensitive when adjusted, set the insensitive control 
to midrange. Adjust the more sensitive control to position 
the pulse as far to the right as possible, while retaining a 
low level of noise as explained above. If, while adjusting 
either control, the trace moves down suddenly, rotate the 
AVALANCHE SET or SENS, control counterclockwise to a 
point just before the discontinuity occurs. Repeat steps 7, 
10, and 11.
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Fig. 6-5. Cabl« connections required to calibrate the Type N Unit when the Type 
110 Pulse Generator and Trigger Takeoff System is used.

Type N TRIGGER SENSITIVITY control fully counterclock
wise. Set the Type HO TRIGGER SENSITIVITY control for 
triggered operation of the Type N Unit. Adjust the VERTI
CAL POSITION and DELAY controls to display the pulse on 
the oscilloscope screen. Adjust the Type 110 AMPLITUDE 
control to produce a 1-cm high pulse on the screen. The 
signal should remain at this amplitude (±10% ) when posi
tioned vertically over the 6-cm range on the Type 530-series 
oscilloscope (center 6-cm or 6-div. range on a Type 532 or 
536 oscilloscope) when the sensitivity of the Type N Unit is 
correct (see step 15). The amplitude should remain within 
± 5 %  on a 4-cm high graticule (except for the Type 580- 
series oscilloscopes, which should be ±20% ) if the sensiti
vity of the Type N Unit is correct.

12. Final Adjustment of Avalanche Set and 
Sensitivity

These adjustments are made to select an optimum balance 
between minimum delay time and noise of the avalanche 
generator.

Set the Type 110 Pulse Amplitude controls so that the 
output pulse amplitude is 2 volts. Set the Trigger Takeoff

controls so that the ±3.16 attenuator is switched into the 
circuit. This causes a 1.3-volt triggering signal to be coupled 
to the trigger regenerator. Rotate the Type N TRIGGER 
SENSITIVITY control fully counterclockwise. Set the Type 
110 TRIGGER SENSITIVITY control for triggered operation 
of the Type N Unit. Adjust the VERTICAL POSITION and 
DELAY controls to display the pulse on the oscilloscope 
screen. Slowly rotate the AVALANCHE SET control in the 
direction that will cause the displayed pulse to move to the 
right as far as possible without introducing a large amount 
of noise. Next, rotate the SENS, control clockwise until 
the avalanche generator free runs (trace breaks up); then 
rotate the control counterclockwise to stop the free running 
and to move the displayed pulse as far to the right as pos
sible while retaining a minimum amount of noise.

Not all 2N636 transistors exhibit the same characteris
tics. If either the AVALANCHE SET or the SENS, control 
seems insensitive when adjusted, set the insensitive control 
to midrange. Adjust the more sensitive control to position 
the pulse as far to the right as possible, while retaining a 
low level of noise as explained above. If, while adjusting 
either control, the trace moves down suddenly, rotate the 
AVALANCHE SET or SENS, control counterclockwise to a 
point just before the discontinuity occurs. Repeat steps 7, 
10, and 11.
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HORIZONTAL TIME CALIBRATION

13. Timing Rates

The purpose of this step is to accurately set the 1-, 2-, 
5-and 10-nanosecond per centimeter sweep rate.

As demonstrated in Fig. 6-5, no charge fine is connected 
from 50 Q, CHG. LINE 1 connector to 50 Q CHG. LINE 2 
connector during parts a, b and c of this step. A 2-nsec 
cable is connected during part d. If the Type 111 is used in 
place of the Type 110, a 20-nsec charge cable is connected 
to its CHARGE LINE connector during parts a and b of 
this step; no charge line is needed during parts c and d. 
The “ Ring Box" is connected in place of the 5X and 10X 
attenuator pads. Place the NANOSEC/CM switch on the 
Type N Unit at 1 and the SAMPLES/DISPLAY switch at 200. 
Set the Type 110 Pulse Amplitude controls for 25 volts out
put. Set the Trigger Takeoff controls so that the -r-3.16 at
tenuator is switched in and the 10X amplifiers are switched 
out of the circuit. This allows a 1.5-volt trigger signal to be 
applied to the trigger regenerator. Adjust the Type 110 
TRIGGER SENSITIVITY and the Type N DELAY controls to 
display the ringing waveform. The first cycle or so of the 
waveform may be “ stretched" or “compressed” due to the 
signal actuating the Ring Box. If so, add delay with the 
DELAY control. For convenience, the waveform displayed at 
the right side of the graticule should be approximately 1 to 
2 cm in amplitude (maximum amplitude obtained from 
the Type 111-Ring Box combination is approximately 0.5 to 
1 cm during the 1 NANOSEC/CM switch setting). Make 
certain that the ringing waveform dies smoothly and is not 
re-excited by reflections to cause uneven timing. The proper 
amplitude can be obtained by using the DELAY control to 
position the waveform to the left or to the right or by de
creasing the Type 110 output pulse amplitude.

First, check the Type N sweep-rate timing on all ranges 
according to the information in Table 1. The display is check
ed for timing from the one centimeter to the nine centimeter 
horizontal width of the graticule. If the timing is incorrect 
on any range, adjust the SWEEP RATE control (R5431) to ob
tain the best possible timing on all ranges. Maximum allow
able error on any range is ± 5 %  of the nominal value.

14. Check Rise Time

The risetime is measured from the 10% point to the 90% 
point on the rising portion of the pulse. The Type 110 is 
recommended for this step to obtain an accurate risetime 
measurement. If the Type 111 is used, the overall risetime 
of the system should be approximately 0.8 nanosecond.

TABLE 1

STEP
*13

a

RING BOX 
NSEC/~ 
SWITCH 
SETTING

TYPE N UNIT 
NANOSEC/CM 

SWITCH 
SETTING

NUMBER OF 
CYCLES PER 
CENTIMETER

1 1 1
b 2 2 1
c 5 5 1
d 10 10 1

’  No charge cable is connected from 50 {2 CHG. LINE 1 to 50 f i  
CHG. LINE 2 during parts a, b and c; a 2-nsec charge cable is 
connected during part d.

To make this measurement, first replace the 2-nsec charge 
cable (used in step 13) with a 20-nsec cable. Then replace 
the Ring Box with the 5X and 1 OX attenuator pads con
nected in series. Adjust the Type 110 output pulse ampli
tude for approximately 4 volts output and set the Trigger 
Takeoff controls to couple the trigger signal directly to the 
trigger regenerator. Adjust the Type 110 TRIGGER SENSI
TIVITY control to trigger the Type N sweep. Adjust the 
Type 110 pulse amplitude for exactly 4 cm of vertical de
flection as observed on the oscilloscope. Place the NANO
SEC/CM switch at 1. Horizontally position the rising por
tion of the display to the center of the graticule by means 
of the DELAY control. Observe the points on the rising 
portion of the displayed pulse where the vertical deflection 
is 4 millimeters from the bottom of the pulse and 4 milli
meters from the top of the pulse. These two points are the 
10% and 90% points on the rising portion of the pulse. The 
horizontal distance between these two points multiplied by 
1 nanosecond is the risetime of the “system". (The “ system" 
includes the Type 110, Type 113 and the Type N.) The rise
time of the system should be approximately 0.6 nanosec
onds.

If the measured risetime is slower than 0.6 nanoseconds 
(between 0.6 and 0.8 nanoseconds), first try to improve the 
risetime by setting the back bias on the Interogafing Diode, 
D5480, to 0.75 volts. To obtain this voltage reading, con
nect the dc voltmeter to the junction of D5480 and R5475 
and rotate the VERTICAL POSITION control until the reading 
is 0.75 volts. Rotate the CLIP adjust control to vertically 
center the display. Recheck the risetime. If it is still over 0.6 
nanosecond, decrease the waveform of step 7 to 250 mv. Re
set the CLIP adjust control to center the display again. Re
peat the risetime check. If the risetime has not improved, re
place the avolanche transistor, Q5444, and repeat steps 
6, 7, 11, 12, 14, 15 and 16. (The test oscilloscope may be 
triggered internally [ +  or —INT.) instead of externally 
when repeating step 7.)

FINAL CALIBRATION OF VERTICAL CHANNEL

15. Gain Adjustment

This adjustment accurately sets the input signal sensitivity 
of the Type N at 10 mv per centimeter.

Disconnect the cable from the SIGNAL INPUT connector. 
Connect a 5X attenuator pad to the SIGNAL INPUT con
nector. Connect a 5-nsec cable from the 5X attenuator 
through a 100-mv calibrator adapter to the CAL. OUT con-
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Calibration Procedure —  Type N

nector on the oscilloscope. Set the AMPLITUDE (SQUARE- 
WAVE) CALIBRATOR at 100 VOLTS. The calibrator wave
form displays two traces on the screen. Adjust the GAIN 
SET capacitor, C6417, until the traces are 2 cm apart. If 
the traces move off the screen, rotate the CLIP adjust con
trol to bring the display onto the screen. Disconnect the 
5X attenuator from the SIGNAL INPUT connector. Discon
nect the 100 mv calibrator adapter (with cable attached) 
from the CAL. OUT connector.

16. Final Clipper and Vertical Position Limit Ad
justments

This last step is performed by first connecting the ter

minated pigtail to the SIGNAL INPUT connector and then 
repeating step 10. When repeating this step, the regen
erated trigger can be left connected to the Type N Unit 
REGENERATED TRIGGER INPUT connector instead of re
connecting a signal from the calibrator to use as a trigger 
signal.

NOTE

If the Type N Unit is inserted into another oscil
loscope after completing this step, it is desirable 
to check the setting o f the VERTICAL POS. LIMIT 
control according to the information provided in 
the Operating Instructions section o f this manual.
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TERMINATORS, PADS, ATTENUATORS

50-ohm 1-nanosecond p ig ta il, RG-58A/U, 9 " long, GR 
connectors.
Part No. 017-503 ........................................  Price on request

CRT unblanking cable, 60" long, with 5-to-l step-up trans
former on oscilloscope end (for applying crt unblanking 
signal from Type N Unit to crt cathode).
Part No. 012-052 ........................................  Price on request

Horizontal amplifier cable, 30" long, UHF connector on 
one end, banana-type plug on the other (for applying stair
case sweep from Type N Unit to external horizontal ampli
fier).
Part No. 012-053 ........................................  Price on request

Minimum-loss pad, 125 ohms to 50 ohms-GR connector. 
Part No. 017-008 ..................................... Price on request

50-ohm ‘T’ pad, 10 to 1 voltage ratio, GR connectors.
Part No. 017-001 ........................................  Price on request

50-ohm ‘T’ pad, 5 to 1 voltage ratio, GR connectors.
Part No. 017-002 ........................................  Price on request

50-ohm ‘T’ pad, 2 to 1 voltage ratio, GR connectors.
Part No. 017-003 ..........................................  Price on request

50-ohm 10-nanosecond cable, RG-58A/U, 79" long, GR 
connectors.
Part No. 017-501 ........................................  Price on request

50-ohm 5-nanosecond cable, RG-58A/U, 40" long, GR 
connectors.
Part No. 017-502 ..........................................  Price on request
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Accessories Section

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT

TYPE 110 PULSE GENERATOR AND TRIGGER TAKEOFF SYSTEM

PULSE GENERATOR

Risetime— Less than 0.25 nanosecond.

Minimum Pulse Length—Approximately 0.5 nanosecond.

Repetition Rate— 670 to 770 cps; may be sychronized with 
line frequency.

Output Impedance— 50 ohms.

TRIGGER TAKEOFF SYSTEM

Input Impedance— 50 ohms.

Output Impedance— 50 ohms.

Input Signals Through Takeoff System— 20 mv to 50 volts
in amplitude.

Direct External Trigger Input— 4 mv to 10 volts in ampli
tude.

Regenerated Trigger Output----- |-10-volt, 200-nanosecond
pulses, with maximum re
rate of lOOkc.

Transmission and Reflection Losses— Less than 2.5% of
input signal volt

age.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Type 110 Pulse Generator and Trigger Takeoff System 
is, in effect, two separate units in one cabinet.

The Pulse Generator generates pulses 0.5 to 300 nano
seconds in width, 0 to 50 volts in amplitude (amplitude may 
be further increased by the use of an external voltage 
source), and 670 to 770 cps in frequency. Risetime of the 
pulses is less than 0.25 nanosecond. Pulse width is varied by 
the use of charge lines of varying lengths. Unequal charge 
lines may be used to produce alternate pulses of different 
lengths. External charge voltages may be used to produce 
alternate pulses of different amplitudes.

The Trigger Takeoff System taps off a portion of a signal 
and attenuates or amplifies it to provide a voltage suitable 
for triggering either an external device or its own internal 
trigger regenerator. This is done with a signal loss of less 
than 2.5%. An inverter, a +3.16 attenuator, and two 10X 
amplifiers provide operation over a range of signal ampli
tudes from 20 millivolts to 50 volts, either negative or posi
tive. An external input connection is also provided which 
bypasses the trigger takeoff circuit and allows the use of a 
signal as small as four millivolts for triggering the trigger 
regenerator.

VACUUM TUBE M ID  TRANSISTOR COMPLEMENT

Voltage Regulator OA2
Voltage Regulator B2
Amplifiers 4 2N700
Trigger Regenerator SM04
Pulser Multivibrator 2 2N270
Pulser Power Amplifiers 2 2N250
Voltage Regulator 2N250

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Construction— Aluminum alloy chassis.

Finish— Photo-etched anodized front and rear panels.
Textured-aluminum cabinet with a vinyl-based blue 
finish.

Dimensions— 15% long, 6% " wide, and 10’/ / '  high. 

W eight— 14'/2 pounds.

Price ............................................................................... $650
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Accessories Section

TYPE 111 PRE-TRIGGER PULSE GENERATOR

Output Pulse— 0.3 nanosecond risetime, 2 to 100 nano
seconds in width, 30 to 200 nanoseconds in advance of out
put pulse (may be used as regenerated trigger for Type N 
Sampling Plug-In Unit).

Frequency— 10 cps to 120 kc free-running; will count down 
to less than 120 kc from an external trigger source up to 1 
megacycle.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Type 111 Pre-Trigger Pulse Generator is a fast-rise 
pulser which supplies its own triggering signal from 30 to 
200 nanoseconds in advance of each pulse. The risetime of 
the output pulse is 0.3 nanosecond, and its width may be 
varied from 2 to 100 nanoseconds by the use of charge lines. 
The trigger is 10 volts in amplitude and 250 nanoseconds in 
width. In addition to free-running at 10 cps to 120 kc, the 
Type 111 will also count down to less than 120kc from an 
external trigger up to one megacycle.

VACUUM TUBE AND TRANSISTOR COMPLEMENT

Voltage Regulator 0A2
Multivibrator 12AT7
Blocking Oscillators 2 SM04
Avalanche Generator 2N636

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Construction— Aluminum alloy chassis. Dimensions— 11'A " long, 6% " wide, 10*/t *high.

Finish— Photo-etched anodized front and rear panels; Weight— 8 pounds,
textured-aluminum cabinet with a vinyl-based blue
finish. Price .............................................................. price on re<luest

TYPE N SAMPLING PLUG-IN UNIT

Risetime— Approximately 0.6 nanosecond.
Sensitivity— lOmv/cm, with a minimum linear dynamic 
range of de l20 mv.
Equivalent Sweep Times— 1, 2, 5, and 10 nanoseconds per 
centimeter.
Sampling Rate— 50 cps to 100 kc (will count down from 
50 me trigger rate).
Delay Range— 200 nanoseconds less the period of the dis
play.
External Trigger Requirements— 0.5 to 2.0 volts amplitude, 
1 nanosecond or longer duration, at least 45 nanoseconds in 
advance of signal to be displayed.
External Regenerated Trigger Requirements— 10 volts 
amplitude, 200 nanoseconds duration.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Type N Sampling Plug In Unit makes possible the ac
curate display of repetitive pulses with fractional nanosecond

risetimes on any Tektronix plug-in type oscilloscope. By tak
ing successive samples at a slightly later time in recurring 
cycles of the pulse under observation, the Type N recon
structs the pulse on a relatively long time base. The sampl
ing technique provides displays with apparent sweep rates 
of as little as 100 picoseconds per centimeter. The delay 
range of 200 nanoseconds including the display permits ob
servation of both leading and trailing edges of any pulse 
less than 200 nanoseconds in width. Although the pulses 
must be repetitive, their spacing may vary, provided the 
minimum spacing is 10 microseconds or more; the spacing 
may be as small as 20 nanoseconds if the pulses are regu
larly spaced.

VACUUM TUBE AND TRANSISTOR COMPLEMENT

Pulse Regeneration Channel

Trigger Regenerator SM04
Comparator SM04
Bootstrap Emitter Follower 2N169A
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Delay Emitter Follower 2N169A
Avalanche Generator 2N636
Delay Blocking Oscillator 2N597
Unblanking Blocking Oscillator 2N601
Reset Amplifier 2N597

Vertical Channel
First Stretcher 2N700
Stretcher Emitter Follower OC170
XI0 Amplifier OC170
Second Stretcher Emitter Follower OC170
Clipper OC170
Inverter OC170
Driver OC170
Memory Diode 12AL5

Horizontal Channel
Multivibrator 6AN8
Disconnect Diodes 12AL5
Holdoff CF and DC Feedback CF 12AT7
Charging Diodes 12AL5
Miller Runup 12AU6
Runup Cathode Follower 12AU7
Retrace Blanking Ampilfier OC170

Power Supplies
Comparators 2 2N544
Regulator Amplifiers 2 2N270
Series Regulators 2 2N301

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Construction— Aluminium alloy chassis 
Finish— Photo-etched anodized panel 
Weight— 7 pounds

Price ............................................................................... $600
Includes: 1 50-ohm 10-to-l attenuator (Tek No. 017-001)

1 50-ohm 5-to-1 attenuator (Tek No. 017-002)

1 50-ohm 2-to-l attenuator (Tek No. 017-003)

1 50-ohm 10-nsec delay cable, 80" long (Tek 
No. 017-501)

1 50-ohm 5-nsec delay cable, 40" long (Tek 
No. 017-502)

2 50-ohm 1-nsec delay cables, 20" long (Tek 
No. 017-503)

1 50-ohm crt unblanking cable, 60" long (Tek 
No. 012-052)

1 50-ohm horizontal amplifier cable, 60" long 
(Tek No. 012-053)

TYPE 105 SQUARE-WAVE GENERATOR

Risetime— Less than 20 nanoseconds into a terminated 93- 
cable; 13 nanoseconds into a 52-ohm cable ter
minated at both ends.

Frequency Range— 25 cycles to 1 me, continuously vari
able.

Frequency Meter— Direct reading, accurate within 3% of 
full scale.

Maximum Output— 15 v, approximately, into 93-ohm ca
ble. More than 160 ma, peak-to-peak.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Tektronix Type 105 Square-Wave Generator produces 
square waves with flat horizontal portions, free of over
shoot and ringing, over a wide frequency range. Square- 
wave current greater than 160 ma permits a usable volt
age swing across very-low impedance loads.

Testing wide-band amplifiers with a square-wave genera
tor and an oscilloscope is a fast, efficient method both in 
the laboratory and in the television station. Such character

istics as transient response, band width, and phase shift are 
quickly revealed. For examination of the high-frequency re
sponse a square wave having a risetime faster than that of 
the amplifier being tested is required. In addition, the test 
signal must be free of overshoot and ringing. For examina
tion of the low-frequency response a square wave having 
flat horizontal portions is required. The Tektronix Type 105 
Square-Wave Generator provides a suitable signal for both 
of these tests, making it possible to quickly and accurately 
test amplifiers, filters, etc., having passbands from a few 
cycles to 20 me.

Output Amplitude— The output voltage is adjustable 
from 10 to 100 v across the internal 600-ohm load. With a 
75-ohm terminated coaxial cable, the maximum voltage 
available is approximately 12 volts; with a 93-ohm cable, 
approximately 15 v.

Sync Terminals— Provision is made to furnish an out
put synchronizing signal whose amplitude is independent of 
the square-wave output-control setting. A sync-input termi
nal permits the square wave to be synchronized with a fre
quency standard.
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Accessaries Secties*

loted Power Supply— Elecfroniccfily-regyiated ^c 
supplies insure stable operator; over line variations or I 05- 
125 v, 210-2S0 y.

ELECTRON-TUBE COMPLEMENT

M ultiv ibrator....................................... . . . . . .  2 6CS6
Shaper amplifier ........................................  6AG7
Driver am p lifie r............................................  2 6AG7
Output amplifier ........................................  3 6k07
Sync input am plifie r.................................    6CB6
Sync coupling diode ...........................................  6AL5
Meter am p lifie r....................................     6CS6
Limiter and catching diode . , . . , ......................  6AL5
Cathode follower voltage regulator..................  6J6
Meter d io d e ..............................................   6AL5
Syne output C F ........... .............................   6:6
Voitoge reference....................................    565!
Rectifiers...............   4 5V4G
Regulated am plifiers....................................  2 6AU6
Series regulators..................................   4 6AU5

Fig. 1. t S - n a n e s e c a n d  o f  th *  T y p e  105 d is p l a y e d  o n
0 .02 p s e s ' c m  sw e e p .  G e n e r a t o r  c o n n e c t e d  to  v e r t ica l d e f le c t io n  
p la t e s  o f  T 5 #  erp  so n r if lv l ly  7  v/crn, w ith  52-ehrw s a b l e  ierrofn- 
a t e d  a t  b o th  en d s.

Fig. 2. Sh orn  l e a d in g  e d g e ,  sr:«er« c om e r ,  a n d  f ia t  ta p  o f  S-osc 
sq u a r e -w a v e  o u tp u t o f  t y p e  10S d i s p la y e d  o n  0,3 r«ses/«m sw e ep . 
O th e r  c o n d it io n s  s a m e  a s  in  Fig. 1.

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Ventilation— Forced-oir ventilation assures safe operat
ing temperature.

Construction— Aluminum-alloy chassis and cabinet.

Finish— Photo-etched anodized front portal, blue wrinkle- 
finished cabinet.

Dimensions-— Id ’/ t "  high, lO’/s" wide, U % ”  deep.

Power Requirements— 105*125 v or 210-250 v, 50-60 cycles, 
250 watts.

Price .................................- .................................   $395
includes.- 1 P93, 93-ohm 42" coaxial cable

1 893-5, 93-ohm lerm.-nafing resistor 
1 Binding-post adapter 1013-004]
1 3-condwciof power cord (161-008)
! Cis'p-iead adapter (013-003)
I Instruction manual
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Jtisatirn®... -less ih«n 3 nanoseconds into a terminatad 57-
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basted.
Output Votfag»-~~Qj te 0.5 v. approximately, when an bio 

is ternsmoted in 52 of-vij.

m x m p r m n

The Tek-rersix Type Ki? Sq yore-Wove Generates- jx basi
cally iteersdeci as c; Test Accessory iar Type 540-Series end 
Type dhO-henc-s Osaiiateupes her exomination of high- 
frequency tespoase, o square wove haveia a risiteese faster 
than that at She or-ipidier being tested is necessary. The 
Type 540-Series ace Type 530-Series CHciiioscopes wi-h the 
Type S3/54K ex- Type K Piusy-in hreaeiphfier combination 
have o sisePivee at far oaooseseosh or beher, The Type KIT. 
with iis fiset-ee of 3 nanoseconds, provides o suitable 
square 'wove far chaekmg and adg-r-ing ihsi highdruavency 
rruyxuise of tee Type 540-Series and Type SSO-Sersi-s Osoho- 
scape and Tektror-fa: WhiseBaec- Preamplifiers,

.5 if€T » tW T 1M &  CCT.ATKTJM^ATT

Ptebiv-broi’a r ...................................      6BGT.4
Amplifier . ......... . . ................................. 12SY?
Shape;’ am p lifie r.............     I2BY7
Driver ornphher ..................   T28Y7
Oerpv; amplifier ............. ............... ..............  aADP
Recd-ncr:;    7 6BW-4
Ornate vairape :r?gte«rar . ............ ....... .....  .. 0A2

VenhiehiO fv...Torred-alr ventea’hcri assures safe oper-Piep
•empemtvre.

Cansiree-ioe.... Aluminum-ahoy chessix and cabinet

Finish....-Phote-efahea parish, wrinkle-finished cabinet.

Di«sen$iees~~l 1" teag, 6% " wide, KOV-K' n;qh.

W eigh '— T3 pounds.
Power i?<?qutremet>ts— 105-125 v or 210-250 *, 50-60 cedes, 

i00 watts.

price ....................      5175

includes-, i 752, tie-ohm 42" c.oarua! coble
i 852-R, 52-ohm terminal irio rssbior 
1 u-eonds-eter power cord (161-008)
1 tes-ruction Mcmuoi

Pieg-ht Cable Extension....Petmifs the operation of a plug-
ie unit ::oa;phpe;y out at ifa housing in o Typo 530-, $40-, or 
550-Series Osciilascops;.
Pori Ho. 0T2-03S ..................    Dias- on request

Type EP5-4 Plug-in Extension....Permits the operation of a
pluej-in uni! pofiioify extended out at its housing hi a typ* 
530-, 540-, or 550-Series Oscilloscope.
Par! No. 013-019 ...............................................  >8 K.r



Accessories Sectteo

Type 8 5 Plog-ln Adopter*— Allows any piug-in preamp!!- 
fier or?it- for the Type 530-, 540-., and 550-Series Oscilloscopes 
to be used with the Type 580-Series Oscilloscopes . .. .Price 
on request.

Calibration Adopter— Converts a 50-volt output from the 
oscilloscope calibrator to 100 millivolts at 50 ohms imped
ance, for use in calibrating the gain of the Typo N Sampling 
Plug-In Unit.
Past No. 017-010 ...................................  .. Price on request

Ring-Box— Designed to ring’’ at frequencies of 1000 me, 
500 me, 200 me, and 100 me. (periods of 1, 2: 5, and 10 nano
seconds! when excited by a fast-rising pulse, it is used in 
calibrating the NANOSPC/CM switch on the Type N Sampl
ing Plug-In Unit,
Part No, 013-028 ......................................... Price on request

TYPE 113  DELAY CASLg

The Type 113 Is a low-loss delay cable which provides a 
6G-nanosecond delay to o signal applied through it. i! hes 
a riseflrr.e of 0.1 nanosecond. It is 23 by 23 by 9 inches in 
size and weighs about 31 pounds . . . . . . .  Price on request
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